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The main challenge faced by agricultural research is to produce high quantity and quality food 
to feed a constantly growing world population. Fertilizers are an essential component of 
productive agricultural systems, but their efficiency of use is low due to losses to the 
atmosphere, soil and waters, which consequently can cause environmental damage. In addition, 
reaction of nutrients with soil components reduces their availability to plants and thus they may 
accumulate in soil. Nutrients may also be leached from soil and end up in rivers, lakes and the 
ocean. Improving fertilizer use efficiency is therefore a global goal and new engineering 
approaches are needed to design more effective nutrient delivery systems to crops which 
minimize losses to the environment. Recent strategies to address these problems are based on 
designing slow-release fertilizers using porous materials or polymer-coating of conventional 
fertilizers, which have seen some success but are severely limited by their cost.  
Graphene (GN) and its derivatives may offer a path-way to develop more efficient fertilizers 
due to the outstanding physicochemical properties of GN. During the relatively short time since 
the discovery of GN in 2004, its unique properties have attracted great interest in multiple fields 
including chemistry, physics, materials science, biology and engineering. The two dimensional 
structure of GN, in addition to its high surface area, makes this material very attractive for the 
delivery of drugs or genetic material and there is also potential for application as a nutrient 
carrier in agriculture. Despite being one atom thick, GN is the strongest material ever tested 
and its unique mechanical properties made it a favourable candidate to be used as a 
reinforcement material to enhance the toughness of different composites and therefore a 
potential application to enhance the mechanical properties of fertilizer granules. Therefore, 
considering the excellent properties of GN-based materials, including a two-dimensional (2D) 
structure, a high specific surface area, a tailorable surface chemistry and a high mechanical 
strength, this thesis examined the potential for use of GN-based materials to improve the 
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nutrient delivery to crops, to enhance fertiliser use efficiency as well as the mechanical 
properties of granular fertilizers. The following four concepts were developed and explored in 
this thesis: 
The first part of the thesis focuses on the development of a new carrier platform for delivery of 
plant nutrients based on graphene oxide (GO) sheets. To prove this concept, the micronutrients 
zinc (Zn) and copper (Cu) were loaded onto GO sheets. The GO sheets provided a high loading 
capacity for Zn and Cu (14% and 10% by weight, respectively) with slow release properties. 
The GO-based fertilizers displayed a biphasic release behaviour with a portion of the 
micronutrients released quickly, and a portion having a slow release behaviour.  This was likely 
due to 2D structure of GO as well as the tight coordination of nutrients with oxygen functional 
groups of the GO sheets.  A visualization method was used to assess the release and diffusion 
of Cu and Zn in soil from these GO-based fertilizers and demonstrated the advantages of GO 
carriers compared to commercial fertilizers. A pot trial demonstrated that Zn and Cu uptake by 
wheat was higher when using GO-based fertilizers compared to commercial zinc or copper 
salts. This is the first report on the agronomic performance of GO-based slow-release fertilizers 
and demonstrated their capability to be used as a generic platform for micronutrient delivery.  
In the second part of this thesis, different formulations of GO-based micronutrient fertilizers 
were assessed for their ability to supply micronutrients to wheat, compared with commercial 
fertilizers. Both granular versus fluid forms of fertilizer, and fertilizer placement (banded 
versus mixed), were investigated in this study. Fluid (suspension) forms of the GO-based 
fertilizers were more effective than the granular forms, and the GO-based formulations were 
more effective than equivalent fluid and granular commercial zinc sulphate products.  
The third part of this thesis utilized GN and GO as hardening agents to enhance the physical 
properties of granular monoammonium phosphate (MAP) fertilizers. Co-granulation of 0.5% 
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w/w GN sheets in MAP granules (MAP-GN) significantly enhanced the mechanical strength 
of MAP granules while inclusion of the same amounts of GO sheets (MAP-GO) improved the 
strength to a lesser extent (18 times improvement versus 8 times). The abrasion of MAP-GN 
was 70% less than the unamended MAP granules, while the impact resistance of MAP-GN was 
75% greater than unamended MAP. The inclusion of GN not only improved the physical 
properties of granules but also slightly slowed the release of phosphorus to soil. The advantages 
of GN and GO sheets in improving the physical properties of MAP granules were explained 
by their high specific area and high mechanical properties in addition to their 2D geometry. 
These results indicate the potential for GN/GO additives to improve the physical properties of 
granular fertilizers.     
The fourth and final part of this thesis investigated the concentration dependence of GN 
addition to fertilizer (MAP and diammonium phosphate (DAP)) granules in improving 
fertilizer physical quality. The optimum concentration of GN for MAP and DAP were 0.5 w% 
and 0.05w%, respectively and adding greater amounts of GN decreased the crushing strength 
rather than increasing it. It was also observed that the improved crushing strength of GN-
amended granules depended on the initial hardness of fertilizers - the crushing strength of softer 
granules such as MAP was enhanced almost 15 fold, while harder granules such as DAP had 
much smaller improvements in crushing strength. Furthermore, this work investigated whether 
GN made by different methods, and therefore having different properties (level of 
deoxygenation, specific surface area (SSA) and sheet size), had similar effects on the physical 
quality of fertilizers.  Graphene with a higher degree of deoxygenation and SSA, and lower 
particle size, was more effective in improving the crushing strength of MAP. However, there 
was little effect of GN properties on DAP granules amended with GN, likely due to the higher 






































This thesis is submitted as a “thesis by publication” in accordance with “Specifications for 
Thesis 2013” of The University of Adelaide. The PhD research spanning 3.5 years generated 
5 peer-reviewed journal articles: 2 published as first author and 3 is submitted in 2018. Also 
working in other projects created 10 publications, (2 as first author and 8 as co-author). This 
PhD research resulted in one provisional patents. The research chapters included in this thesis 
were published or submitted as research articles in highly esteemed journals in the field. The 
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In the first half of this century, global demand for food is expected to grow by 53% on top of 
the present level to satisfy the needs of around 9 billion people on earth.1 The population growth 
will most likely occur in developing countries, those already with limited ability to feed their 
rising population.2 Meanwhile, the world’s arable land area diminishes due to the 
industrialization, urbanization, and desertification and land degradation.3 Furthermore, due to 
rapid global warming and emissions of greenhouse gases owing to the consumption of 
hydrocarbon fuels, fossil fuels need to be replaced by renewable sources such as biofuels.4 Due 
to these reasons, crop yields per unit area need to continuously increase by applying more 
fertilizers and enhancing fertilizer use efficiency. 
Fertilizers containing plant macro- and micro-nutrients are required to replace nutrients 
removed by harvested crops.5 While crop yields have improved remarkably through the use of 
fertilizers, concerns have been raised regarding losses of fertilizer nutrients to the atmosphere 
and to waterways. For example, a large portion of  (30% -70%)  of applied N fertilizer is lost 
depending on application method and soil conditions, which leads to major environmental and 
health problems and lost production for farmers.1,6 
In this framework, nanotechnology and engineering of novel nanomaterials offers a possible 
pathway to develop new generation fertilizers that are more effective.7 The advantages of 
nanomaterials are their high surface area to volume ratio, tailored surface functionalization, 
high loading capability, and their small size that assist with their potential mobility through soil 
pores.8 Furthermore, nanoscale fertilizers may enhance the agronomic efficiency of fertilizers 
due to their specific chemical properties.8 Recently, several studies have investigated the 
application of nanoscale fertlizers,9, 10 but most have been limited to the investigation of the 
interaction of nanomaterials with plants under laboratory conditions.11, 12 Despite the potential 
for the use of nanomaterials in agriculture, a major limitation is their high cost and concerns 
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for environmental safety.13 Therefore, for nanomaterials to become widely adopted in 
agriculture, there is a need to develop inexpensive and environmentally safe materials that can 
be used for different purposes in agriculture.  
Increasing demand for food and fuel and the resultant intensification of agriculture will increase 
the volumes of fertilizers manufactured and transported globally, which raises the challenge of 
maintaining fertilizer quality.1 Solid fertilizers mostly in the form of granular products should 
have appropriate mechanical strength to resist fracturing and the creation of dust during 
handling and storage processes.14 However, many fertilizers have poor physical quality.15, 16 
Airborne dust is undesirable due to health and safety risks for those exposed during the 
manufacturing of fertilizers or their application on the farm. It also leads to loss of nutrient.16 
Many different technologies are used by fertilizer manufacturers to control or reduce dust 
generation by using hardening agents, but most of these materials suffer from low efficiency, 
high cost, contamination concerns, and potential environmental and occupational health 
concerns.16, 17 Therefore, there is a need for new materials to address the limitations of currently 
used fertilizers in terms of improved agronomic performance, reduced losses to the 
environment, multiple modes of action and acceptable costs.  
Graphene (GN), a 21st century material, has the potential to address these limitations due to its 
unique physicochemical properties, notably the exceptionally high surface area, electron and 
thermal mobility and mechanical strength.18-20 Since its discovery in 2004, it has attracted 
tremendous interest in all fields of technology, from electronic systems to biomedical 
devices.19, 21 It is also recognized as a biocompatible material and hence has attracted 
considerable biomedical interest for the development of nanocarriers for drug and gene 
delivery, and cancer therapy.21-24 The exceptional mechanical property of GN-based materials 
has also triggered efforts to use them as reinforcement materials to enhance the mechanical 
properties of different composites.25-28 Therefore, the unique properties of GN-based materials 
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are the background to this Ph.D. thesis to utilize those properties in agricultural science and 
enhance fertilizer use efficiency and physical quality as summarized in Figure 1.  
Figure 1. Graphene-based material applications in agriculture proposed in this thesis. 
This Ph.D. is one of the first studies to examine the use of GN-based materials as fertilizers. I 
hypothesised that the two dimensional structure of GN-based materials and their high specific 
surface area, in addition to their tailorable surface chemistry, could make them a potential 
candidate for carrying different plant micro- or macro-nutrients. Furthermore, considering the 
high mechanical strength of GN.27, 29 I hypothesised that GN-based materials could be applied 
as hardening agents for existing commercial fertilizers to address the long-standing problems 
caused by their fragility and physical losses related to low crushing strength, susceptibility to 
abrasion and low impact resistance. 
1.1.  Research aims and objectives 
The major aims of this thesis was to investigate the application of GN and its derivatives, such 
as graphene oxide (GO) and graphene composites, as nutrient carriers or hardening agents to 
enhance fertilizer use efficiency and mechanical strength. In this context, the first approach 
(aim 1) was to synthesise GO-based carriers for delivery of micronutrients. Aim 2 explored the 
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efficiency of GO-based fertilizers for enhancing crop yield and nutrient uptake. Aim 3 explored 
the effect of GN-based materials on the physical properties of granular fertilizers. The final 
approach (Aims 4) investigated the effect of GN concentration and physicochemical properties 
on the crushing strength of granular fertilizers.  
• Aim 1: To synthesise GO-based carriers for delivery of micronutrient (Chapter 3). 
o Objective 1:  To demonstrate the concept that GO sheets can be used as a platform 
for loading and carrying plant micronutrients such as zinc and copper.  
o Objective 2: To investigate the cumulative release of GO-based fertilizers in water 
and their release pattern and diffusion in soil. 
o Objective 3: To explore whether GO-based fertilizers can act as slow-release 
fertilizers. 
• Aim 2: To explore the efficiency of GO-based fertilizers in enhancing plant dry mass and 
nutrient uptake and compare their performance with commercial fertilizers (Chapter 4). 
o Objective 1: To explore the effect of fertilizer method of application for example 
banded versus mixing on plant dry mass and nutrient uptake. 
o Objective 2: To investigate the effect of fertilizer form for example using fluid or 
granular form on their efficiency in improvement of plant nutrient uptake and yield. 
• Aim 3: To demonstrate a new concept of utilizing low rates of GN and GO as additives to 
enhance the physical properties of commercial fertilizer granules. (Chapter 5).  
o Objective 1: To explore the effect of small content of GN or GO additives on 
enhancement of the physical properties of congratulated phosphorus based fertilizer 




o Objective 2: To reveal whether GN-based additives as hardening agents can affect 
the release of nutrients in the soil while simultaneously enhancing their physical 
properties 
• Aim 4: To investigate the fundamental aspects of the influence of GN additives on 
improving the mechanical properties of fertilizers. (Chapter 6). 
o Objective 1: To explore the effect of GN concentration on crushing strength of 
fertilizers and to find the optimum concentration of GN which crushing strength 
decreases beyond that concentration 
o Objective 2: To investigate the effect of GN different properties including its 
deoxygenation degree due to different reduction methods, specific surface area, 
particle size and surface functionalization on the crushing strength of granular 
fertilizers. 
1.2. Thesis outline 
This thesis is the outcome of research studies during my Ph.D. program which is presented in 
the form of journal publications. The chapters in this thesis are arranged in the form of journal 
publications in the following sequence; 
• Chapter 1: This chapter introduces the significance of the research project and thesis, and 
outlines the key contributions to the field of research.  
• Chapter 2: This chapter reviews the literature covering recent advances in the application 
of GN-based materials in different fields including environmental science, pesticides and 
organic pollutant removal, biosensors, gene delivery, protective coatings and reinforcement 
materials and correlates them to their potential applications in agriculture. This chapter also 
reviews the recent progress in application of GN-based materials in agriculture and 
provides the research problem and gaps, in addition to future perspectives in the application 
of GN-based materials in agriculture. Outcomes are one review paper submitted to the 
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journal of RSC Chemical Reviews. Note this paper reviews some of the findings of 
subsequent chapters.  
• Chapter 3: This chapter addresses Aim 1. It investigates the application of GO as a carrier 
for the plant micronutrients Zn and Cu The content of Chapter 3 was published as a research 
article and is also included in an Australian provisional patent application. 
• Chapter4: This chapter investigates the efficiency of different Zn-GO-based fertilizer 
formulations on wheat plant growth and nutrient uptake and compares their efficiency with 
commercial Zn fertilizers in a Zn-deficient soil. The content of this chapter is submitted to 
a peer-reviewed journal (ACS Environmental Science and Technology) for publication.  
• Chapter 5: This chapter focuses on the effect of GN and GO as hardening agents to 
enhance the physical properties of fertilizer granules of mono ammonium phosphate 
(MAP). Different physical properties of fertilizers including the crushing strength, 
abrasion, impact resistance and caking tendency were measured after co-granulating low 
rates of GN (or GO) with MAP. The content of this chapter was published as a research 
article and is protected by an Australian provisional patent application.  
• Chapter 6:  This chapter provides a more detailed examination of the effect of GN 
concentration on the crushing strength of two different fertilizers, MAP and diammonium 
phosphate (DAP), with different initial hardness. This chapter also investigated the effect 
of GN production method, specific surface area and sheet size on the crushing strength of 
MAP and DAP granules. The content of this chapter is ready to be submitted to a peer-
reviewed journal for publication.  
• Chapter 7: This chapter presents the conclusions and perspectives for future work on the 
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Abstract: 
The unique physicochemical properties of graphene (GN) and GN-based materials, particularly 
their two-dimensional (2D) structure, remarkable high specific surface area, electron mobility, 
barrier properties and mechanical strength have led to the development of many new products 
and technologies to address challenging problems across broad sectors including agriculture. 
Despite the great progress in the area of material science, biomedicine, energy and 
environmental science, the application of GN-based materials in agriculture science is still at 
an early stage. This review paper describes the current stage of exploration and future 
perspective of the application of GN-based materials in the agriculture. In this review, we have 
also focused on some unique properties of GN-based materials and assess their suitability in 
agriculture science. It also highlights the challenges needed to be overcome and addresses the 
fundamental questions regarding the safe and efficient deployment of GN-based materials in 
agriculture.  
1. Introduction 
The world’s population is increasing at a high rate and will reach 9.8 million by 2050, 
hence to continue to provide sufficient food for this growing population will be one of 
mankind’s greatest challenges. Global food production must increase by 70–100% within the 
next 30 years to meet the future needs of the world’s ever-growing population.1,2 One of the 
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major challenges faced by the agricultural sector to achieve these expectations is to 
significantly increase food production without degrading the soil-health and agro-ecosystem 
quality.1,2 In addition, sustainability of agricultural production is threatened by many factors 
including the deterioration of soil health, the significant adverse effects of climate change, 
increased aquatic and terrestrial environmental pollution, and  pesticide resistance in insects 
and pathogens.1,3,4 Furthermore, the area of the world’s arable land has diminished due to 
extensive industrialization, urbanization, and desertification and land degradation from heavy 
flooding and climate change.5 Data collected by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) indicated that the diminution and degradation of soil and water create 
serious challenges in regard to the production of sufficient agricultural crops to meet the 
demand of an ever growing population.6 Therefore, there is an urgent need to change the 
manner in which crops are irrigated, increase the efficiency of pesticides, reduce pollution and 
generally make agriculture more environmentally friendly by finding a rapid and precise way 
to detect pathogens and pests, as well as an effective system for targeted pesticide delivery. 
Along with the above issues, fertilizers also play a key role in the long-term sustainability of 
food production and more efficient use of fertilizers needs to be achieved to prevent serious 
concerns regarding environmental, health, and energy and resource conservation.   
It has been identified that fertilizers are one of the key elements that can help the 
agricultural sector to meet its food production goal. Commercial fertilizers are responsible for 
40 to 60% of the world food production.7 In the last few decades, the main goal of applying 
fertilizers in agriculture was focused on delivering the required nutrients to increase or sustain 
optimal crop yield. Although crop production improved remarkably as a combined result of 
fertilizer management and pest control, efficient nutrient use and recovery still remain low.8, 9 
Nitrogen is the most widely applied plant nutrient and is the most important chemical input for 
crop production from an economic viewpoint.10 Unfortunately, 30-70% of applied nitrogen (N) 
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fertilizer is lost to the atmosphere or leached, depending on the application method and soil 
conditions, which leads to major environmental and health problems, and financial difficulty 
for farmers.8, 9 The main adverse environmental effects associated with N-based fertilizers are 
related to nitrate leaching into ground water, and emission of greenhouse gases (particularly 
nitrous oxide (N2O)) and ammonia (NH3) volatilization.8, 9 In contrast, other fertilizer nutrients 
such as phosphorus (P), potassium (K), zinc (Zn), and copper (Cu) etc. can be strongly bound, 
or “fixed”, in soil due to the complexation and formation of strong electrostatic or chemical 
bonds with other elements or soil components such as organic matter, iron and aluminium 
oxides, carbonates and oxides, and become less available to be taken up by plants.11,12 
Ultimately the fixed nutrients in soil can be washed away with sediments due to runoff, where 
they can create serious aquatic system pollution.13 Furthermore, nearly 85% of the world’s total 
mined P resources are used by farmers as fertilizer and ultimately reserves of P are finite, 
meaning that availability and quality will decline, and cost will increase.14 Although some 
strategies, such as growing crops hydroponically have been developed, this system of 
production costs approximately 10 times more than conventional crops.15, 16  To ensure that the 
proper use of fertilizer is beneficial for crop production and to reduce the detrimental 
environmental aspects associated with fertiliser use, it is necessary to develop new and 
sustainable strategies that result in improved crop production. This can be achieved by 
advancing fertilizer performance and improving the method of application.  One of the most 
promising strategies in this aspect is the development of advanced and efficient fertilizers that 
have a release of nutrients in synchrony with plant demand.17 
Slow- or controlled-release fertilizers (SRFs or CRFs) could provide significant 
advantages in terms of minimising losses to the environment and maximising uptake by the 
crop – this could reduce amounts of fertilizer required, reduce costs and save on labour as only 
a single application would be required for each growing season.5 S/CRFs also decrease the 
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risks of seedling toxicity suffered by some highly soluble fertilizer formulations. Current SRFs 
often have the disadvantage of high cost due to the expensive coating technologies used. Some 
of the coating materials are non-biodegradable and add extra pollutants to the soil, making 
these types of fertilizers not environmentally friendly. Furthermore, in some cases their release 
pattern is not compatible with plant demand in field applications.5 Therefore, the development 
of new and advanced materials for S/CRFs is needed to contribute, not only to enhance fertilizer 
use efficiency, but also reduce adverse environmental effects and agriculture production costs 
associated with their application.17 For this reason it is timely to consider the use of 
multifunctional new materials in agriculture. Not only it can improve nutrient delivery to plants 
but can also be used successfully to deliver other substances including pesticides, herbicides, 
fungicides, and plant hormones or genetic materials to improve crop yield and protection.  
In this regard, nanotechnology and nanomaterials aimed to minimize nutrient losses 
and increase crop yield by optimizing nutrient management are now considered a key approach 
to modernize agriculture in the 21st century .18, 19 Nanotechnology is a promising strategy and 
a novel tool to manage molecular biotic and abiotic stresses of plants, detect plant disease 
rapidly and improve plants nutrient and pesticide absorption.15,20 In agriculture, 
nanotechnology has opened up many new opportunities including sensing nutrients, pesticides 
and contamination, postharvest processing of agricultural products for shelf life improvement, 
smart or targeted delivery of nanoscale nutrients, pesticides and biomolecules to effectively 
control plant disease and improve their growth, water purification and nutrient recovery.15, 21 
Among the number of nanomaterials explored to date, graphene (GN) is a very attractive 
nanomaterial for these applications due to its outstanding properties and unique 2D structure. 
 Graphene has created a great deal of interest in various research fields and commercial 
industry after its discovery in 2004 .22, 23 As a material with a thickness of a single atom, GN 
simultaneously exhibits high level of electrical conductivity ranging from 10 000 cm2V-1 s-1 to 
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50 000 cm2V-1 s-1 at room temperature, thermal conductivity above 3000 W m-1 K-1, and 
outstanding mechanical strength (measure Young’s modulus of 1 TPa and intrinsic strength of 
130 GPa), which makes this material exceptionally suitable for a wide range of applications.24-
27 Such versatility, combined with other unique properties including impermeability to gases 
and water molecules, a tailorable surface chemistry, antibacterial properties, thermal stability 
and most importantly a high specific surface area, have rendered GN and GN-based materials 
attractive as technological tools.28-31 A wide range of applications of GN-based materials are 
demonstrated, from nanocarriers for drug delivery, new generation of biosensors, probes for 
cell and biological images, pollutant removal from aquatic ecosystems, protective coatings and 
reinforcement materials for different media.23,25-27,32-37 It is not surprising that GN-based 
materials are considered as an excellent solution to address many problems in agriculture.  
In this review we aim to present the main properties of GN-based materials relevant to 
their applications in different sections of agriculture ranging from nutrient and pesticide 
delivery, gene delivery, biosensors, protective coatings and reinforcement materials in order to 
assess the possibilities offered by these novel carbon-based materials. This review will 
specifically describe the current application of GN-based materials in agriculture, in particular 
as a fertilizer platform (micro- and macro-nutrients) for delivery of balanced and sustained 
nutrition, pesticide and herbicide delivery for crop protection and weed eradication, 
reinforcement materials for enhancement of physical properties of fertilizer granules and as a 
barrier coating to slow down nutrient release. The current applications of GN in agriculture 
presented in this review are summarised in Figure 1. The mass production of GN-based 
materials, their supply to the market and related problems is also discussed. The review also 
introduces some possible applications of GN-based materials in different areas of agricultural 
science which have not yet been explored, but where there is potential. Finally, the current 
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status of research related to the impact of GN-based materials to plant growth and soil heath is 
summarized.  
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of different graphene-based materials production and their application in 
agriculture.   
2. Graphene-based materials: concepts, laboratory and industrial production methods 
Graphene-based materials including pristine GN, graphene oxide (GO), reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO), graphene quantum dots (GNQDs) and GN/GO-based composites can 
be obtained by using either graphite as the starting material or by the synthetic process from 
carbon precursors where many different production methods are used.38,39 The major 
differences between GN materials produced by different methods is their surface chemistry, 
number of layers and size of sheets as indicated in Figure 2.40 Different GN-based materials 
and their laboratory or industrial methods of preparation summarized in following sections. 
2.1. Pristine graphene 
Arguably the most intensively researched material since its discovery is pristine GN 
due to its extraordinary physical properties. It is the basic structural element of graphite, 
strongly pi-pi stacked together to form the lamellar structure with an interlayer distance of 
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0.335 nm between the GN sheets.41 Graphene in its pristine form exhibits outstanding 
properties, such as excellent conductivity for both electricity and heat, and is the strongest 
material ever measured. A large specific surface area of 2600 m2/g has been predicted for GN 
and its carbon atoms arranged in the 2D pristine sheets are so tightly packed that not even 
helium atoms can pass through.42 A single layer of pristine GN can be produced by 
micromechanical exfoliation of graphite using an adhesive tape. This simple method generates 
a high quality GN ideal for research purposes but is labour-intensive and not scalable for large 
production.24, 43 Pristine GN can also be generated by the ultrasonication of graphite in water 
or organic solvents. However, the drawback of this approach is a relatively low-yield.44, 45 The 
most common approach to produce scalable and high quality GN is to directly synthesize GN 
by thermal decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC13) or epitaxial growth of GN on transition 
metals through chemical vapour deposition using hydrocarbons or alcohols.46-50 However, 
regardless of which method is used, pristine GN is not soluble in polar solvents and tends to 
aggregate in aqueous solution. Therefore, the first requirement for handling GN for further 
practical purposes is to chemically functionalize its surface which in turn will modify its 




Figure 2. Schematic of different graphene-based materials with potential use in agriculture.  Adapted 
with permission from.40 
 
2.2. Graphene oxide  
 
Another popular approach to prepare GN-based materials is to use graphene oxide 
(GO), which is the oxidized form of graphite. Graphene oxide usually consists of single, bi- or 
multi-layer GN sheets with a high density of oxygen functional groups in the carbon lattice. It 
can be synthesised at low cost, commonly using the Hummers method or derivatives thereof, 
which involves using concentrated acid with oxidizing agents such as potassium permanganate 
(KMnO4).51 Graphene oxide sheets contain different types of oxygen functional groups- mostly 
epoxy and hydroxyl groups on their basal plane, and carbonyl, phenol, carboxyl and lactone at 
the edges of their sheet.38,52,53 The hydroxyl and epoxy groups on the surface of GO sheets are 
likely to form hydrogen bonds and weak interactions with other groups, while carbonyl and 
hydroxyl related to the carboxylic acid groups are responsible for the negative surface charge 
and stable dispersion of GO in all polar solvents.54 The stable dispersion of GO in polar solvents 
combined with its high specific surface area and high density of oxygen functional groups 
makes it an ideal platform for a wide variety of chemical functionalization. Therefore, GO is 
widely considered as the starting material to synthesise novel GN-based materials.38,51 
Although the presence of different oxygen functional groups on the surface and edge of GO 
increases its stability in polar solutions as well as its chemical reactivity, its mechanical, 
electrical and thermal properties decrease due to the disrupted sp2 strudcture.55-58 
2.3.Reduced graphene oxide  
If the goal is to produce GN from non-mechanical methods, the GO dispersion needs 
to be somehow chemically or hydrothermally reduced, resulting in a GN suspension.59,60 
Chemical reduction of GO is a very fast method for GN production and is solution-processable 
(graphene can be made in a solvent such as water or an organic solvent).61 The most widely 
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used reducing agent, although toxic and dangerous, is hydrazine that typically forms hydrazone 
with the carbonyl groups of GO.62 In order to avoid the generation of toxic chemicals, 
environmentally-friendly chemicals such as L-aspartic acid, L-ascorbic acid and D-glucose 
have been proposed, which provide a clean way to deoxygenate the GO.60,63-65 However, 
chemical reduction of GO always alters its chemical structure forming carbon vacancies and 
clustered pentagonal, or heptagonal carbon structures, or residual oxygen content, which 
displays partial restoration of the mechanical and electrical properties of pristine GN.25,66,67  
Another method to produce GN with less defects using non-toxic chemicals is the hydrothermal 
reduction of GO in an aquatic environment under sub- or supercritical pressure and varying 
temperature.68 Usually, the hydrothermally reduced GN holds a minimum level of defects and 
the π-network conjugates quickly, however GN aggregates strongly and re-dispersion in water 
via ultrasonication and pH adjustment is not as comparable with chemically reduced GN.60  In 
addition to the chemical and hydrothermal reduction of GO, thermal annealing, photoelectron 
or ultraviolet (UV) reduction, plasma and microwave-assisted reduction are popular 
techniques, depending on the final application.38,59,60,69 
2.4.Graphene quantume dots 
Graphene quantum dots (GNQDs) are another type of GN-based material with a lateral 
size of less than 30 nm consisting of one, or up to ten layers of GN and can be fabricated using 
both bottom-up and top-down approaches. The bottom-up route includes solution chemistry 
including the synthesis of aromatic compounds as GN moieties with a certain number of 
conjugated carbon atoms, which includes oxidative condensation reactions, pyrolysis, cage 
opening and nitration reactions.70-74 Preparing GNQDs with the top-down method involves 
hydrothermal cutting, electron beam lithography, electrochemical oxidation and chemical 
exfoliation.75-78 Graphene quantum dots show intense intrinsic photoluminescence and high 
stability, due to the strong quantum confinement and edge effects, and these properties can be 
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further tuned by changing their size, shape defects and surface chemistry.79-84 GNQDs have 
many advantages, such as low toxicity and excellent biocompatibility compared with 
conventional semiconductor quantum dots containing cadmium or other heavy metals, which 
suffer from high toxicity induced by the heavy metal.85 Therefore, GNQDs have been diversely 
developed in biological applications including biosensors, cellular imaging, drug delivery and 
photodynamic therapy.86, 87 
 2.5. Graphene or graphene oxide composites 
The rich oxygenated moieties of the GO sheets are a versatile platform to undergo 
covalent functionalization to prepare different GO composites, where attachment of new 
moieties can be carried out by different reaction routes including acylation reactions, epoxy 
ring opening reactions, isocyanate/esterification reactions and diazotization.88 Amine 
modification of carboxylic groups presented at the edges of GO (or rGO) sheets are usually 
prepared using active reagents such as thionyl chloride (SOCl2),89-92 1-ethyl-3-(3-
(dimethylamino)propyl)-carbodiimide (EDC)/N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS),93,94 and 
N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC),95,96 and amine-terminated organic molecules. Other 
amine-terminated molecules such as DNA,97 polyethylene glycol (PEG)93 and 
polyethyleneimine (PEI)98  have also been effectively embedded on GO sheets via an amidation 
reaction. The amine terminated organic molecules grafted onto rGO can alter its water stability 
and the resulted composite materials exhibit exceptional biocompatibility in biological media, 
a property that can subsequently be used for delivery and DNA detection.26 Epoxy groups on 
the surface of GO sheets are expected to undergo ring-opening reactions and form amide or 
ester bonds (depending on the nucleophilic reagents, e.g. R-NH2 or R-OH) upon nucleophilic 
attack at an α-carbon.99,100 Previously executed examples of this type of reaction include 
poly(allylamine) forming an amide bond with GO through a ring-opening reaction,99 while 
poly(vinyl alcohol) has been grafted onto GO sheets by an ester bond.100 Silanes, such as 3-
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aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) and ionic liquids such as 1-(3-aminopropyl)-3-
methylimidazolium bromide terminated with an amine group have been attached to GO sheets 
via the epoxy ring-opening reaction.101,102 GO sheets have also been functionalized with 
isocyanate compounds via amides or carbamate esters bonds by esterification reactions, which 
subsequently remove the surface hydroxyls and edge carboxyl groups of GO sheets making it 
less hydrophilic and more compatible with polar aprotic solvents.41,88,103  
Besides covalent functionalization of GN-based materials, non-covalent 
functionalization of GN can take place via hydrophilic interaction, electrostatic binding and π-
π stacking to attach polymers or biomolecules.34,88 Materials like Tween, Pluronic F127 (PF 
127) and PEGylated phospholipid have attached to rGO via a hydrophilic interaction for 
different biomedical applications.104-106 Positively charged polymers like polyethyleneimine 
(PEI) and chitosan have been grafted onto negatively charged GO sheets via electrostatic 
interactions for gene and drug delivery purposes that potentially could be implemented in gene 
delivery in agriculture.107,108 Natural biomolecules such as proteins, gelatine and DNA can also 
be immobilized on the surface of GN by π-π binding between those molecules and the GN 
plane.109-111 Immobilizing DNA on GN sheets has been widely used to develop GN-based DNA 
sensors.112-115 
Finally, GN has been explored for ‘hard’ functionalization with foreign inorganic 
materials, (e.g. metallic and  metal oxide nanoparticles including gold (Au), silver (Ag), 
palladium (Pd), platinum (Pt), nickel (Ni), Cu, Zn, titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc oxide (ZnO), 
manganese oxide (MnO2), cobalt oxide (Co3O4) and iron oxides and oxyhydroxides (Fe3O4 and 
αFeOOH) to enhance the properties of the inorganic materials or to combine the properties of 
two entities for different applications including catalysis, water remediation, electrochemical 
sensors, and biomedicine.34,88,116-121 The high surface area of GO and rGO occupied by the 
negatively charged oxygenated groups provide abundant nucleation sites for metal nanoparticle 
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growth to produce GN-metal nanoparticle (NP) composites. To date, a large number of 
strategies have been developed to interface inorganic nanomaterials with GN either by in situ 
nucleation and growth of inorganic materials or physical grafting and covalent attachment on 
GN sheets.88As a result of the variety of active functional groups (-OH, -COOH, epoxy) on GO 
and the presence of surface pi (π) electrons on both GN/GO, these materials can be widely 
functionalized with different organic compounds, metal ions, metal/metal oxide NPs and 
polymers to prepare GN/GO composites for different applications.23,27,34,88,122 Different 
modification strategies, including covalent and non-covalent approaches, can be designed to 
engineer functional GN/GO composites depending on their specific applications in 
agriculture.34,88 
2.6. Industrial production methods of graphene and its derivatives 
The promising results of GN-based materials at a laboratory scale for different research 
fields has triggered interest in the mass and industrial production of GN and its derivatives for 
application in different industries.123 Many companies and their industrial enterprises have 
started to prepare GN on a scale of tons, GN film and other GN-related materials, which is a 
necessary requirement for industrial or agricultural applications. Different production methods 
for mass production of GN-based materials have been developed depending on the application 
targeted and hence the specific properties required. The target application and hence specific 
quality, the industrial scalability of a specific product, and the stability and controllability of 
manufacturing also affects the production method utilized.123 The four main scalable 
production techniques for bulk production of GN used in industry are (i) the exfoliation of 
graphite directly in a liquid phase, (ii) electrochemical exfoliation of graphite in dilute acid, 
(iii) oxidation of graphite to GO and reduction of GO to rGO and (iv) chemical vapour 
disposition (CVD).  
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Table 1. Common industrial methods used for bulk production of GN-based materials by different 
companies.  
Production method   Company  Ref 
Direct exfoliation of graphite in 
liquid 
GN solution, GN powder and GN nameplates 124-128 
Electrochemical exfoliation of 
graphite 
GN solution and composites  129 
Oxidation of graphite to GO and 
reduction of GO to rGO 
GO solution, GO powder, rGO solution and rGO 
powder 
130-132 
Chemical vapour deposition 
 
GN film and GN foam film 131,133-135 
 
Direct liquid phase exfoliation of graphite is one of the methods used for large scale 
production of pristine GN because of the low price and abundance of graphite. The key factor 
in liquid exfoliation of graphite is to overcome van der Waals interaction between GN layers 
while preserving the size of GN sheets.123  First Graphene Ltd. has recently developed an 
environmentally friendly and safe electrochemical exfoliation method of converting ultra-high 
grade graphite into a low cost and high quality GN, in bulk quantities.129 The company stated 
that with a GN production capacity of 2 tons per year, the GN they produce can be used for 
development of applications in modern materials, energy storage devices, coatings and 
polymers (Figure 3 A). The oxidation of graphite to GO following Brodie and Hummers 
methods and subsequent reduction of GO with various reducing agents or burning off the 
oxygen thermally with microwave or plasma as discussed earlier are potential alternative 
approaches used by industry for large scale production of GN and its derivatives (Figure 3B).60, 
62,69,136  
The large scale production of GN-based materials with these techniques has the 
advantage that products made from GO could be custom-built or matched with end-user 
requirements. However, standardization of any GN product is difficult due to the 
inconsistencies in the starting raw material. Hence, the physical and chemical properties of 
products from different companies vary widely, due to the different techniques used for 
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production.123 Although, the mass production and applications of GN-based materials have 
emerged onto the market, and some great advantages of GN materials for commercial 
application have become obvious, these materials still suffer from problems such as bulk 
characterization and application need a very close communication with GN-based material 
production due to the dependence of the structure and properties of produced GN to their 
method of preparation. 
 
Figure 3. A) Graphene powder production line in The First Graphene Ltd. With electrochemical 
exfoliation method and B) Graphene powder production line in The Sixth Element Materials 
Technology Co. Ltd with oxidation of GO and reduction to rGO. All photos are used with 
permission of copyright. 
3. Properties and applications of graphene-based materials  
The high specific surface area of GN-based materials makes them ideal candidates for 
loading of different plant nutrients or interacting with different chemical compounds and 
biological species. In terms of GN, existence of the large density of delocalized π electrons on 
its planar surface makes it suitable for non-covalent functionalization with organic 
molecules.137 Furthermore, the conjugated basal plane of GN facilitates the reaction with some 
pesticides and herbicides or other biomolecules containing aromatic structures via π-π stacking 
for the targeted delivery of chemicals, or fabricating biosensors.138-140 Graphene is also 
characterized by its hydrophobicity which enables it to adsorb many hydrophobic organic 
molecules or polymers via van der Waals interaction.141 In addition to the above non-covalent 
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interactions, the presence of abundant oxygen or other functional groups in GO and other 
GN/GO composites provides more opportunity to immobilize inorganic materials or 
biomolecules through covalent bonds. Oxygen-containing groups, mainly carboxylic and 
hydroxyl, of GO can complex with different metal ions or participate in ionic interaction or 
hydrogen bonding with analogue parts of biomolecules, which can be used for plant nutrient 
or pesticide delivery or gene delivery applications.23,25,40,142 
In addition to their high specific surface area and reactivity, GN and GO have remarkable 
barrier properties attributed to their physical structure. The nuclei of carbon atoms with a 
measured C-C bond length of 0.14 nm form a hexagonal GN lattice with a diameter of 0.25 nm 
for the individual hexagonal pores.143 The pore diameter can further decrease to 0.06 nm if the 
van der Waals radii (0.11 nm) of the carbon atoms are considered. With such small geometric 
pores, the GN lattice represents minimum permeability for molecules, even small ones such as 
helium.28 Therefore, the impermeable 2D structure of GN-based materials with barrier 
properties to reactive gases or water can be used as a barrier coating for fertilizers, to reduce 
hygroscopicity and structural degradation which can decrease the moisture adsorption and 
consequent cracking of fertilizers. Furthermore, GN has demonstrated a potential application 
for wear and scratch resistance coatings because of its mechanical robustness as a monolayer 
of GN film can withstand high pressure differences - up to 6 atm.27,28 The strong covalent bonds 
of C-C atoms formed by sp2 hybridization in the close-packed crystal structure of GN is 
responsible for its incredible mechanical strength, which makes it a potential candidate to be 
used as an anti-abrasion coating for fertilizers. Along with the properties of pristine GN, GO 
sheets can maintain a relatively large interlayer distance due to the oxygen-containing 
functional groups decorated asymmetrically on each plane. Between stacked GO sheets a 
network of nanocapillaries forms through which water is allowed to permeate smoothly 
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allowing GO to be an efficient film barrier coating for fertilizers to decrease water penetration 
and slow down the release of nutrients.144,145  
The mechanical properties of GN-based materials have also inspired researchers to 
incorporate GN-based materials in different matrices such as cement, metal matrix, ceramic 
and polymers to enhance their mechanical strength.36,37,146-150 Both GN/GO can enhance the 
mechanical properties of reinforced matrices due to their high mechanical strength and high 
surface area of their planar sheets.151 Consequently, GN-based materials can be used to enhance 
the physical quality of fertilizer granules to solve a long lasting problem related to their 
fragility.152 
Graphene, which is a single layer of carbon atoms packed into a two-dimensional (2D) 
honeycomb lattice, has been extensively studied in terms of its properties, especially for its 
electronic and thermal properties because of its π-π bonds on both sides of the GN plane. The 
high electron mobility in GN ranges from 10 000 cm2V-1 s-1 to 50 000 cm2V-1 s-1 at room 
temperature and it can sustain current densities up to six orders of magnitude higher than 
copper.24,55,153 A thermal conductivity of 5000 W/m/K has been reported for GN sheets.24 The 
electronic properties of layered GN components are extremely useful for agriculture 
applications. Both GN and rGO have excellent electrical conductivity related to their sp2 
hybridized structure, which can be applied for sensing purposes to detect environmental 
pollutants, such as toxic gases and heavy metals, as well as biomolecules, including nucleic 
acid, hormones and microbial toxins.154-160  
4. Application of GN-based materials as a chemical delivery system 
Graphene-based materials have been explored broadly in medicine, either as a nanocarrier 
for drug and/or gene delivery or bioimaging .26,40 As plant nutrients, pesticides and genes are 
in the form of metallic or non-metallic ions, organic molecules or biomolecules, the adsorption 
or attaching ability of different GN-based materials towards those materials can lead to their 
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application as a loading platform. Hence, GN-based materials can be tailored as a delivery 
vehicle to carry and deliver plant micro or macronutrients, pesticides and genes as described in 
Figure 4.26,140,142,161,162 However, the application of GN-based materials as a carrier of 
biologically-useful materials in agriculture is in the early stages of investigation and the 
commercial application of this potential has yet to be realised.  
 
Figure 4. Potential application of graphene-based materials as a delivery platform in agriculture. 
4.1.Nutrient delivery for plant balanced and sustained crop nutrition 
One of the main goals of applying fertilizers is to deliver plant micro-nutrients (boron (B), 
iron (Fe), molybdenum (Mo), Cu, Zn and manganese (Mn)) and macro-nutrients (N, P, K, 
magnesium (Mg), sulphur (S) and calcium (Ca)) to either increase crop yield or sustain their 
optimal yield.9,152 Conventional fertilizer application methods are either a soil application as a 
granular, suspension or liquid product, or as a soluble or suspension foliar (sprayed over leaves) 
application. As noted earlier, some nutrients such as B and N are easily leached from soils, 
while others, such as Cu, P or Zn, are strongly sorbed by soil.  These reactions reduce the 
capture of nutrients by crops, and lead both to inefficient use of nutrients and potentially serious 
environmental issues.163 Slow- or controlled-release fertilizers are employed to supply the 
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plant’s demand of nutrients in a slower and sustainable manner, hence avoiding temporal 
overdose and overcoming the environmental drawbacks of highly soluble fertilizers.142,164 
Graphene-based materials have demonstrated the ability to sorb both metallic and non-metallic 
species from aqueous solutions23,25 which highlights their potential application to adsorb, carry 
and deliver plant nutrients.  
 With these principles in mind, a preliminary study conducted by our laboratories 
demonstrated for the first time the use of GO sheets as a carrier and platform for plant miro-
nutrients Cu and Zn.142 Both micronutrient fertilizers consisted of GO loaded with 
micronutrients (Zn-GO and Cu-GO) prepared in the form of solid pellets providing a slow- and 
sustained release of Cu and Zn to soil and aqueous solutions (Figure 5 A -G). The significant 
difference in the release pattern of the micronutrients from GO-based carriers compared with 
conventional fertilizer was explained by the tight coordination and complexation of metal ions 
with the oxygen functional groups on the GO surface and edges (Figure 5H).25,165 Another 
factor that affected the release pattern of these GO- based fertilizers was related to the 2D 
structure of GO sheets as they tend to fold and aggregate during the nutrient loading process 
due to the reduction in electrostatic repulsion of the GO sheets.166, 167 Therefore, to release the 
nutrients from the GO material, first the chemical bonding of the metallic ions and oxygen-
containing groups on the surface of the GO sheet must be broken and then water molecules 
have to penetrate through the interconnected channels formed between the rolled or 
agglomerated GO sheets to release the nutrients, which is a time consuming process and results 
in a slower release of nutrients (Figure 5I).142 An additional feature of GO is the residual acidity 
in the material, which can enhance the availability of both P and micronutrients in alkaline 
soils. Hence, plant dry mass and nutrient uptake was enhanced compared to commercial 
fertilizer materials in a highly calcareous soil. The results of this study suggest that GO can be 
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applied as a new platform to load and carry plant cationic micro- or macro- nutrients such as 
Ca, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn and Zn.  
 
Figure 5. (A)Schematic showing preparation process of GO-based fertilizers,  (B) kinetic release study 
of Zn from Zn-GO and ZnSO4, and Cu from Cu-GO and CuSO4 from the columns, (C) bonding of Zn 
or Cu to GO sheets, SEM images of (C) rolled Zn and Cu-loaded GO sheets, rolled and wrinkled GO 
sheets, and low-resolution and  high-resolution SEM images of Zn/Cu-loaded GO sheets stacked on top 
of each other, and schematic of water penetration through the stacked structure of fertilizers granules, 
(E and F) photos of  visualization test and their results and (G) results of plant dry mass and nutrient 
uptake with GO-based fertilizers compared to commercial fertilizers .  Adapted with permission from. 
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Although GO has shown promising results in the adsorption of metallic ions, the 
adsorption capacity can be further enhanced by surface functionalization of GO or anchoring 
nanoparticles on the surface.  Graphene-based composites containing inorganic materials, such 
as magnetic or non-magnetic NPs can adsorb different metallic or non-metallic ions.118-120,168-
170 GN-based composites have shown a higher adsorption capacity towards metallic ions 
because the immobilization of NPs on the GN sheets prevents sheet agglomeration, thus 
reducing any losses in surface area and adsorption capacity.169,171 The high affinity of GN-
based composites containing NPs may be attributed to the combined effect of the metallic ion 
complexation with both NPs and the active sites of GN itself.119,169,170 The immobilization of 
NPs on the surface of GN sheets can also enhance the surface area of the final composite, 
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improving the number of binding sites for the ions.170,172 In addition, grafting organic 
compounds such as ethylenediamine triacetic acid (EDTA), poly acrylamide (PAM), (3-
mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) and chitosan can enhance the adsorption capacity 
of GO-based materials.173-176 Therefore, there is a potential for GN/GO composites to be used 
as a nutrient delivery platform for a wide range of nutrient ions and organic molecules, however 
there is still considerable scope for further investigations in this area.   
The loading of anionic nutrients (B, Mo, Se, P, S) on GO is challenging as both the 
carrier and nutrient are negatively charged. Hence, GN/GO composites that have a positive 
surface charge are more favourable for loading. Figure 6 represents the main strategies for 
adsorption of metal and non-metal ions on GN-based materials, which can be consequently be 




Figure 6. Main strategies to adsorb plant different nutrients on GN-based materials. a) The adsorption 
of positively charged or cationic nutrients such as Ca, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn and Zn (metal ions) on negatively 
charged and non-modified GO sheets, with the mechanism of adsorption based on electrostatic 
interaction of negatively charged GO sheets and cations, b) the adsorption of cations and negatively 
charged nanoparticles (NPs) anchored on GN or GO sheets ( GN/GO –NPs composites), with the 
mechanism of adsorption based on electrostatic interaction of negatively charged NPs on GN/GO sheets 
and cations or chemical bonding between GN/GO-NPs sheets and cations c) the adsorption of anions 
and positively charged nanoparticles (NPs) anchored on GN or GO sheets ( GN/GO –NPs composites), 
with the mechanism of adsorption based on electrostatic interaction of positively charged NPs on 
GN/GO sheets and anions or chemical bonding between GN/GO-NPs sheets and anions and d) the 
adsorption of cations or anions on different functional groups on the surface of GN/GO sheets, 
mechanisms dependent on the functional groups. 
An example of the use of GN-based composites for nutrient delivery is provided by 
Andelkovic et al. who developed GO-Fe composites as potential P fertilizers .161 A schematic 
diagram of the proposed concept is presented in Figure 7A. The loading process of PO4-  was 
conducted in two stages, the first stage was based on attachment of Fe+3 ions with carboxylic 
groups present at the edges of GO sheets to form a GO-Fe composite. The second stage was 
attachment of phosphate ions onto the positively charged GO-Fe composite. The amount of P 
loaded onto the GO-Fe composite was 48 mg g-1 and the release pattern of P from the final 
product was very slow compared to commercial monoammonuim phosphate (MAP) fertilizer 
in both water and soil (Figure 7B and C), which could provide useful slow release properties 
in soils prone to P leaching or surface runoff. However, one disadvantage of the GO-Fe-P 
composite was its relatively low P content (~5%) compared to commercial P fertilizers, which 
usually contain 10 to 20% P and this poses limitations for commercial use due to increased 
transport and application costs. Similar results were reported by others regarding the limitations 
in loading of P onto carriers such as layered double hydroxides.177, 178 Therefore, future work 
needs to focus on increasing the P loading to minimize transport and feeding costs. In this 
context, Andelkovic et al. increased the loading of P to 15% on a GO-Fe composite, which is 
comparable to the P percentage of commercial products. The enhancement in the loading 
capacity of P was simply achieved by increasing the initial concentration of GO from 0.1 mg/ml 
to 10 mg/ml during the attachment of Fe+3 ions which enabled the interaction of Fe+3 ions with 
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alkoxide and hydroxyl functional groups present in the basal plane of GO and intercalation of 
Fe+3 ions on aggregated GO sheets. The GN-Fe-P composites contained similar content of P as 
commercial products but release was slower than commercial MAP.   
 
Figure 7. (A) Schematic diagram of the synthesis procedure of the GO-Fe-P composite, kinetics of P 
release from MAP granules and GO-Fe-P pellets in columns: (B) solution concentrations of P released 
over time and (C) radius of visualization at 56 d after addition of MAP or GO-Fe-P granules to the soil. 
Adapted with permission from.161 
4.2.GN-based materials as pesticide carriers 
The indiscriminate use of pesticides along with complications in controlling pests have 
been the subjects of intense debate and discussion in agriculture over the last few decades.1 
Pesticides including insecticides, herbicides and fungicides are commonly used in the form of 
powders, suspensions and emulsions and regularly do not guarantee targeted delivery of 
compounds, which leads to serious environmental issues due to degradation, volatilization and 
leaching to the biosphere.179,180 Recently, novel pesticide formulations with prolonged and 
better control of drug release are appearing and slow-release formulations which significantly 
decrease the amount of leached pesticide and surface migration have been the focus of research 
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into pesticide delivery systems.181 There are several reports of encapsulating different 
agrochemicals by polymeric NPs for slow-release purposes.182 Wang and co-workers  applied 
nanosized inorganic particles such as TiO2, SiO2, Fe2O3 or Al2O3 as a vehicle for pesticide 
delivery to increase the bioactivity and reduce environmental drawbacks.183 However, a 
pesticide nanocarrier is expected to efficiently bind to both the pesticide and to the plant so that 
it can release the active ingredient successfully and be able to gradually reduce the volume of 
pesticide used.140 
Recent studies have shown the efficiency of GN-based materials in adsorbing different 
pesticides from the environment showing their potential to be used for pesticide delivery.184, 
185  Graphene oxide and rGO have been applied for the adsorption of different pesticides such 
as malathion (ML), endosulfan (ES) and chlopyrifos (CP) from aquatic environments.185 They 
have representative strong adsorption capacity of 1200, 1100, and 800 mg g-1 for CP, ES and 
ML, respectively, higher than any material investigated previously. The observed removal 
capacity of GN-based materials toward those pesticides was related to the formed electrostatic 
interactions between GN and the pesticide species and subsequent precipitation in aqueous 
solution. High specificity of GN-based materials to sorb pesticide species with their 
insensitivity to pH change, in addition to their antibacterial properties, makes them very 
attractive for pesticide removal compared to other carbon-based materials.185 Liu and co-
workers developed GN-composites made of GN-coated silica for the removal of eleven organo-
phosphate pesticides with a removal efficiencies of more than 95% for nine of them.186 The 
new composite materials performed greater than silica, graphite, C18 silica, activated carbon 
and rGO. The adsorption mechanism was based on the π-bonding network between the benzene 
rings of GN and electron-donating atoms such as N, S and P within the pesticide formulation 
and hydrogen bonding, in addition to π-π and hydrophobic interactions.186 Therefore, GN-
based materials, owing to their high specific surface area and tailorable surface chemistry have 
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the potential to adsorb and carry pesticides at levels much higher than observed with other 
carbon-based materials.  
At present there are two reports available regarding the application of GN-based 
materials as a delivery matrix for pesticides in agriculture. A recent study by Sharma and co-
workers revealed the targeted pesticide delivery of nano-sticker copper selenate NPs anchored 
on GO sheets (GO@Cu2-x-Se).140 The advanced GO@Cu2-x-Se pesticide carrier was able to 
release the active ingredient due to a pH change in the insect gut and to hydrophobic carriers 
in the hemolymph environment. They supposed that the combination of GO and Cu2-xSe may 
also help pesticide delivery due to photothermal stimulation, while Cu and Se are plant 
micronutrient. These same researchers also performed biological studies on cauliflower plants 
infested with Pieris rapae to estimate the feasibility to deliver the pesticide chlorpyrifos with 
an enhancement of >35% of larval mortality. Furthermore, they estimated that for a 1 ha 
cauliflower crop, 2.5 g of GO@Cu2-x-Se may be sufficient for successful treatment, showing 
that smaller quantities can cover a larger crop surface area (Figure 8 A-C).140  Tong and co-
workers described the use of polydopamine (PDA)-coated GO sheets for controlled release and 
pesticide-loss control to solve the low-utilization and wash-off problems of water soluble 
pesticides.162 The results demonstrated that PDA-GO had a high pesticide (hymexazol) loading 
capacity with pH-dependent and (near infra-red) NIR-laser-dependent release property (Figure 
8 D-F). The adhesion-performance investigation of PDA-GO loaded hymexazol revealed that 
hymexazol persistence was much higher after successive rainfall compared to hymexazol by 
itself (Figure 8 G). The bioactivity experiments conducted against Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. 
cucumebrium Owen showed an inhibition activity similar to that of hymexazol solution.162 





Figure 8. Efficiency of rGO-Cu2-xSe-chp-PSMA in resistance to runoff and pest mortality in 
comparison to chlorpyrifos emulsion. A) percent chlorpyrifos adhered on leaf, sprayed in the form of 
rGO-Cu2-xSe-chp-PSMA and chlorpyrifos emulsion. B) mortality of the pest (percentage) after 72 h of 
the leaf being sprayed with 10 µg of chlorpyrifos in the treatment forms followed by simulated rain 
washing (material toxicity is negated by maintaining material control), a) rGO-Cu2-xSe-chp-PSMA, b) 
Chp emulsion, c) rGO-Cu2-xSe-PSMA, d) Cu2-xSe, e) GO, C) photograph of P. rapae larvae before and 
after (24 and 48 h) feeding the respective treatments, D) temperature-variation curves of the aqueous 
dispersions of hymexazol, Hy-GO, and Hy-GO@PDA exposed to an 808 nm laser, E) temperature-
variation curves of the Hy-GO@PDA dispersion at different concentrations, F) IR thermal images of 
the hymexazol, Hy-GO, and Hy-GO@PDA solutions under continuous NIR-laser irradiation and G) 
amount of hymexazol loss in the hymexazol solution, Hy-GO solution, Hy-GO@PDA solution, and 
hymexazol solution with 1% Tween 20. Adapted with permission from.140,162 
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Due to the fungicidal properties of carbon-based materials, GN and it derivatives are 
also promising materials for the development of novel fungicides. It was found that anti-
microbial activity of GO was the highest toward P. aeruginosa compared to rGO under similar 
conditions.187 The antibacterial property of both GO and rGO was dose-dependent and related 
to the generation of reactive oxygen species, leading to cell death. Different studies have 
revealed that the anti-microbial property of GN-based materials was due to damage to cell 
membranes and disruption of lipid membranes through the extraction of phospholipids,188 
electron transport189 and increased production of reactive oxygen species.190,191 The anti-
bacterial effect of GN-based materials has been reviewed by others in detail.192 
While the majority of published research has reported the anti-microbial property of GN-
based materials, some bacterial species were found to live in the presence of GN materials with 
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no inhibition of bacterial growth.193 E. coli bacteria were able to grow faster and develop denser 
biofilms when attached to GO sheets compared to cultures prepared without it, indicating that 
GO enhanced bacterial proliferation.194 Also, other gram-negative bacteria have been more 
resistant to cell membrane damage compared to gram-positive bacteria by graphene sheets, 
which is due to the presence of the outer membrane layer in the structure of gram-negative 
organisms.195 It has been stated that the possible contaminants retained from the GO 
preparation or application of high GO concentrations might be responsible for antibacterial 
effect of GO observed in previous reports.194  
 
4.3.GN-based materials with potential application for delivery of genetic material for 
plant transformation 
Gene therapy is a method that treats a genetic disease by using genes, and this method has 
resulted in considerable research.40 Common methods of gene transfer in plants are 
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation,196 electroporation, polyethylene glycol-mediated 
gene transfer, bombardment-mediated gene delivery197 etc., all of which are expensive and 
labour intensive, as well as causes significant perturbation to cell growth (0.01-20%) and 
efficency.1 Different nanomaterials have shown improvement of gene delivery due to their 
significant advantages in comparison to conventional and traditional gene delivery strategies. 
Nanomaterials are applicable to both monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants as they can 
overcome transgenic silencing (refers to the molecular process preventing the expression of a 
specific genes)  by modifying the DNA copies. In addition, NPs can act as a multifunctional 
system for the delivery of plant genes as their surface can be easily functionalized to enhance 
their efficiency to carry multiple genes without involving traditional methods that require 
complex carriers.1 GN-based materials have been used as an appropriate candidate for gene 
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delivery due to their high loading capacity, tailorable surface chemistry and increased gene 
transfection. 40 
 
Figure 9. Bright-field (A,C) and fluorescence (B,D) images of HeLa (A,B), MG-63 (C,D) cells 
successfully transfected with GFP gene by using the graphene-oleate-PAMAM hybrids, and GFP 
transfection efficiency of graphene-oleate-PAMAM  (E,F) GO-PAMAM (G,H) to HeLa, and (E,G)  
MG-63 (F,H) cells at different mass ratio Adapted with permission.200 
 
  To date, GN-based materials have been extensively used as gene transformers, and to 
decrease their toxicity towards different cells and to obtain a positively charged surface for 
proper electrostatic interaction with anionic oligonucleotides different surface modifications 
were employed using  polymers such as chitosan198, polyethyleneimine (PEI)199 and 
polyamidoamine (PAMAM).200 PAMAM functionalized GN with oleic acid had good 
biocompatibility and improved gene transfection efficiency, up to 13 times than ultrasonicated 
GN (Figure 9 A-H)200 PEI-functionalized GO has been used for siRNA (short interfering RNA) 
and gene delivery showing significantly low toxicity with high transfection efficiency.107,201 
Targeted delivery of DNA with chitosan-functionalized GO and a high loading capacity of 4 
mmol/g  to human hepatic carcinoma cells was successful in less than 0.5 h and no obvious 
cytotoxicity was observed even at a concentration of 100 mg/m.202 Further details and examples 
regarding the application of GN-based materials in gene delivery to human cells can be found 
in other review papers.26,40 GN-based materials have also been applied for gene therapy and 
intramolecular protein vaccine delivery.203, 204 Some reports are available for DNA-delivery to 
plant cells using different nanomaterials such as ZnO, silica and chitosan nanoparticles, 
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indicating that new nutrient delivery systems can be developed by using different 
nanomaterials, therefore, GN-based materials with nanometre size can by exploited for this 
purpose.1  
5. GN-based materials as coatings to slow down the release of nutrients 
A coating can be defined as a layered cover for the surface of a bulk material to achieve 
specific properties. The major goal of the surface and bulk material coating is to protect against 
corrosion, fouling, mechanical abrasion, microorganisms and environmental damage.27 The 
combination of the unique 2D structure and chemical properties of GN-based materials makes 
them an excellent platform for different types of coatings. A wide variety of coating methods 
can be applied by using GN–based materials. This includes CVD,205,206 electrophoretic 
deposition,207,208 powder spray including electrostatic powder coating and plasma spray 
coating,27,209 solution spray,210 dip coating,211 spin coating212 and brushing213 to coat different 
surfaces. The application of GN-based materials for protective coatings has been reviewed 
extensively elsewhere,27 thus only a selection of some of these applications will be briefly 
explained here.   
Graphene-based materials have been used as a barrier coating to protect different substrates 
against corrosion due to their impermeable 2D structure, which provides a barrier to reactive 
gases, liquids, acids and salts.214 Pioneering work on the use of one layer of GN as a corrosive 
barrier applied by CVD was reported by Chen and co-workers to protect copper surfaces from 
corrosion.205 Despite having good corrosion barrier properties in the short term, CVD-grown 
GN showed an existence of wrinkled sheets and some defects arising from the synthesis and 
transfer process, allowed oxidation of the metal which was later solved by depositing multi 
layers of GN on the surface.27 Other facile routes such as electrochemical deposition (ED) were 
also used. In one case, a layer-by-layer deposition of a polymer-GN was used to protect 
different surfaces.215,216 The GN-polymer coating showed >94.3% corrosion resistance in a 
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silane environment using an ED deposition method. Wang and co-workers reported GN as 
flame retardant additive to a polymer matrix which showed a delay in the oxidation of the 
material.217 In addition to the barrier coating, GN-based materials have been extensively used 
as wear and scratch resistance, antifouling, pollutant adsorption and antiseptic coating for many 
different purposes, the details of which have been discussed in other reports.27 
To improve fertilizer efficiency and protect the environment, there has been increasing 
research towards developing new technologies to cover common fertilizers with physical 
barriers that can control or slow down their release of nutrients.38, 218 Past efforts developing 
slow- or controlled-released fertilizers focused on employing polymers or inorganic materials 
such as sulphur and other minerals as coatings. However, most of these coating techniques 
utilize organic solvents or hazardous monomers, which not only increase the cost of production, 
but also led to further environmental issues.38 One early study on GN-based materials as a 
barrier coating for fertilizer granules was reported by Zhang et al. where the encapsulation of 
potassium nitrate (KNO3) pellets by a rGO barrier film was shown to delay nutrient release.218 
Dip coating of pellets in the GO solution and the subsequent heating to 90 °C provided a film 
of rGO due to the reduction of GO with K ions. Furthermore, K ions acted as a ‘‘glue” and 
soldered adjacent GN sheets making a shell around the pellets to create a shell and prevent the 
fast release of nutrients. Unfortunately, most thermally reduced GO materials are particularly 
brittle and suffer from structural defects which results in surplus water permeation.214 
Therefore, in a recently published study, a film of an environmentally friendly polymer and 
GO membrane was used to coat KNO3 granules in a sandwich-like structure (Figure 10 A and 
B).145   The existence of the GO membrane provided a longer diffusion path for the hydrated 
K+ and NO3− and hence a slower diffusion rate for hydrated K+ due to the cation-π interactions 
between K+ and GO. As a result, the nutrient release of the film-coated KNO3 fertilizer was 
prolonged. The release duration for using only the pure polymer as a coating was 24 days while 
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it was extended to 26, 29, 34 and 38 days for a polymer/GO composite films when the amounts 
of GO in the coating were 0.18%, 0.72%, 1.43% and 2.86%, respectively (Figure 10 C).145 
Hence, GN-based materials offer great opportunities to improve the slow-release 
characteristics of fertilizers,  particularly if both GN or GO can be produced in large scale, with 
green methods, at reasonably low cost.218   
The use of pristine GN as coating material is often limited due to its poor dispersability in 
water and organic solvents.42 A dispersant-free coating approach was considered on urea 
granules utilising a rotary drum and the electrostatic deposition of pristine GN which occurs 
due to the solid lubricity property of GN and the interlayer electrostatic interaction of GN 
sheets. 209 The GN coating was used to enhance the mechanical properties of the urea granules 
and not for nutrient release purposes. The results showed that a thin layer (~2.4 µm) of pristine 
GN coating (Figure D-L) minimized the moisture-induced caking tendency of commercial urea 
granules and exhibited better moisture rejection ability at a relative humidity (RH) of 85%, two 
times higher than uncoated urea in addition to an improvement in their anti-abrasive properties 





Figure 10. (A and B) Cross-sectional morphology of the polymer composite film coated on KNO3 
granules with spraying 1.75% GO and (C) cumulative release curves of KNO3 granules coated with 
polymer composites containing different % of GO, (D-F) photo and SEM images of urea fertilizer, (G-
L) photo and SEM images of urea fertilizer coated with pristine graphene, (M) wear loss and (N) 
moisture adsorption of coated and uncoated urea. Adapted with permission. 145,209 
  
6. GN-based materials as reinforcement to enhance fertilizer physical properties 
Reinforcement materials contain distinctive physical and chemical properties. They can be 
particles, layered materials, fibres or clusters embedded in a wide variety of polymers, metal 
matrices, cement or other composites.219-221 However, most micron-sized traditional 
reinforcement materials require high loadings to enhance the mechanical properties of the final 
product, which increases the price and leads to heavier composites, especially in the case of 
polymers. Furthermore, the lack of interfacial interaction between the filler and frame material 
are other drawbacks of traditional reinforcement materials, which results in a failure of the final 
product due to weak interfacial adhesion.222 Recently, many studies have focused on newly 
produced nanomaterials, especially carbon nanotubes (CNTs), GN and GO sheets, as 
reinforcement materials for different composites.147, 221, 223, 224 Although CNTs are considered 
to be excellent reinforcement materials due to their high aspect ratio, high tensile strength and 
conductivity etc., they suffer from high agglomeration and insufficient dispersion in the 
composite matrix due to their lack of surface chemistry, and cost-intensive instruments are 
needed to synthesis them.223,225 GN-based materials have been extensively used as 
reinforcement materials to enhance the mechanical properties of different composites, 
including cement and polymers due to its high Young’s modulus of 1 TPa and yield strength 
of 130 GPa.56, 226 In addition, 2D GN sheets are flexible with a very high theoretical specific 
surface area (2630 m2/g) that enhances the interfacial interaction between them and the added 
composites, which makes them a favourable candidate to be used as a replacement for 
traditional reinforcements.221, 226, 227  
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One of the critical parameters in market selection of any fertilizer apart from its nutrient 
content is its physical quality.228, 229 Therefore, fertilizer granules are required to have sufficient 
mechanical hardness to withstand routine handling in transport and spreading.230 The hardness 
of fertilizer granules can be characterized by measuring crushing strength, abrasion and impact 
resistance.152 Also granular fertilizers should have appropriate mechanical strength to resist 
significant fracturing and creation of excessive dust during the handling and storage process to 
meet the needs of the market.231 However, most fertilizers produced by different techniques 
such as granulation, prilling or compaction suffer from having irregular protrusions on their 
surface which finally leads to substantial quantities of dust being created during their handling 
and spreading in the farm.229, 232 This airborne dust leads to negative environmental effects and 
increased costs for both fertilizer producers and users due to the loss of nutrients.152 To 
overcome these considerable drawbacks, different hardening additives such as calcium oxide, 
calcium hydroxide, cement and fly ash have been used to improve the physical properties of 
granular fertilizers and reduce their propensity for dust generation.233,234 For example, 
formaldehyde or low concentrations of lignosulfonate have been used to supress dust 
generation from urea fertilizers.233, 235, 236 Gelling-type clays, such as attapulgite or sepiolite, 
and binders such as melamine have also been utilized to increase the hardness of urea 
fertilizers.152 
In one recent study by the authors, different percentages of GN and GO ranging from 
0.05 to 0.5 wt % were co-granulated with monoammonium phosphate (MAP).152 Scanning 
electron microscopy characterization showed the inclusion of GN/GO sheets in MAP granules 
(Figure 11A). The results of this study showed that co-granulation with 0.5% w/w GN sheets 
(MAP-GN) significantly enhanced the mechanical strength of MAP granules (~18 times 
improvement) while inclusion of the same amounts of GO sheets (MAP-GO) improved the 
strength to a lesser extent (~8 times improvement) (Figure 11B). Graphene also increased the 
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resistance to abrasion of the MAP granules (>70%) and improved impact resistance (>75%). 
Interestingly, heating MAP-GO after granulation enhanced the physical properties of MAP-
GO in comparison to granules dried under ambient temperatures. The inclusion of GN in MAP 
granules not only enhanced the physical properties of granules but decreased slightly release 
of P in soil (Figure 11C). The advantages of GN and GO sheets compared with current additives 
in enhancing the physical properties of MAP granules were explained by their high specific 
area, advanced mechanical properties and their 2D geometry. These results confirm the 
potential of GN/GO additives to enhance the physical properties of MAP granules that could 
be translated to other fertilizers and applied by industry.    
 
Figure 11. (A) Crushing strength of monoammonium phosphate (MAP) (control) and MAP with 
different concentrations (0.05 to 0.5%) of graphene (GN) and graphene oxide (GO), (B-K) low and high 
resolution SEM images of top surface of MAP and MAP with GN from 0.05 to 0.5%. Adapted with 
permission from 152  
Another study by the authors investigated the influence of (GN) concentration on the 
crushing strength of two fertilizers – MAP and diammonium phosphate (DAP) to find an 
optimum concentration for GN-based additives in fertilizer granules. Furthermore, the effect 
of different GN physiochemical properties such as method of preparation, particle size, specific 
surface area and surface functionalization on the crushing strength on both fertilizer granules 
was investigated. The results showed considerable concentration dependence, with optimum 
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concentrations of 0.5% GN for MAP and 0.05% for DAP, increasing the crushing strength of 
MAP and DAP granules by 1680 % and 67.3%, respectively. Beyond this point their crushing 
strength was decreased. Furthermore, GN samples with a higher degree of reduction and higher 
specific surface area were more effective than others on enhancing the crushing strength of 
granules. Furthermore, GN samples functionalized with iron nanoparticles enhanced the 
physical properties of co-granulated fertilizers.  
7. GN-based sensors for applications in agriculture 
In the past few years, there has been a huge improvement in the production and structure 
of sensors and biosensors due to the incorporation of various nanomaterials such as nanowires 
based on metal oxides, semiconductors made of silicon, indium or gallium, quantum dots based 
on different cadmium derivatives, CNTs and different metal nanoparticles due to their 
conductivity and relative biocompatibility. Carbon-based nanomaterials such as CNTs and GN 
and its derivatives have dominated scientific interest in fabrication of sensors and biosensors 
due to their unique properties.237, 238 Development of novel technologies based on CNTs which 
can be successfully used for rapid, high sensitivity and easy sensing of targeted chemicals are 
well documented in different studies.238, 239 The atomic thickness of GN and its extremely high 
specific surface area makes it very sensitive to changes in local environmental conditions due 
to the direct interaction of all carbon atoms with analytes, a property that is very important in 
the fabrication of improved electrochemical sensors and biosensors.240, 241 The main advantages 
of GN over CNTs in applications for sensing and biosensing approaches are its low production 
cost from graphite and the fact that it does not contain any metal impurities like CNTs, which 
often restricts that material’s electrochemistry.241 In addition, the tailorable surface chemistry, 
easy attachment of the biomolecules by π-π stacking and hydrophobic interaction, solution-
processing ability, biocompatibility and lower noise ratio are advantages of GN-based material 
over other materials.237 In the last few years a large number of GN-based material sensors have 
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been applied in different areas such as clinical analysis, medical diagnostics, environmental 
monitoring and food sensing. The majority of sensors used for these applications are operated 
based on the transduction principle, but some optical and piezo-electric sensors have also been 
produced.237 The analytical performance of sensors has been evaluated based on sensitivity and 
selectivity, detection limit, and repeatability and reproducibly, which are essential to validate 
an analytical method and ensure the quality of results.242  
In agricultural science, online and accurate sensing opens up opportunities for sensing in many 
different areas including in situ analysis of pollutants such as the presence of metal ions, 
pesticide and herbicide residue in crops and in the environment (soil and water), detection and 
identification of infectious diseases in crops, and online measurements of important food 
processing parameters such as bacteriological contamination and food safety control. The 
analysis of heavy metal ions and pesticide residues in the environment is important due to the 
high toxicity and serious risk to human health of many metals and pesticides.243 Heavy metal 
ions including cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb) and Zn have been detected by sensors based on 
functionalized GN.244-246 A GN-based sensor was used to detect Cd in water, which represented 
the working efficiency at a  Cd concentration level of 0.25 µg/l.247  A sensitive and disposable 
sensing platform for trace analysis of Cd and Pb was also developed using a GN-modified 
composite film with a detection limit of 0.042 and 0.089 µg/l for Cd and Pb, respectively.244 
Graphene oxide based electrochemical sensors were used to detect Hg with gold-
nanostructured sensors with a detection limit of 1.9 µg/l which is lower than the current WHO 
guidelines (6 µg/l) and GO-ionic liquid/gold NPs composites with a detection limit of 0.006 
µg/L.237,248,249 The GO-ionic liquid/gold NPs composite sensor was reusable with relative 
standard deviation of 2.6% by immersing it in a solution of nitric acid (HNO3), potassium 
chloride (KCl) and EDTA.249 A carbon dot-labelled oligodeoxyribonucleotide and GO 
fluorescence biosensor was also applied for Hg detection with a higher limit of detection than 
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other electrochemical sensors reported so far. The feasibility of the sensor for detection of Hg 
was also examined by determining Hg in standard citrus leaf samples, which demonstrated an 
agreement between the results obtained by the reference method and the sensor.250 
Organophosphate pesticides (OPs) cause neurotoxicity due to their ability to inhibit 
cholinesterase and long term exposure can lead to disruption of the endocrine systems in 
organisms. Unfortunately, many pesticides used in agriculture can transform into much more 
toxic products due to physical, chemical and biological processes.251,252 A 
photoelectrochemical nanocomposite biosensor was applied to detect OPs using CdSe/ZnS 
quantum dots and GN deposited on a ITO-coated glass electrode, showing high sensitivity 
towards OPs, good reproducibility and ideal stability.253 The efficiency of the sensor was 
mainly attributed to the ability of GN in efficient separation of the photogenerated carriers and 
consequent hindering of the recombination of electrons and holes in the QDs.253 The 
photoelectrochemical sensors also performed a rapid, sensitive and selective detection of 4-
aminophenol with a low detection limit of 2.3 × 10-8 M and excellent reproducibility.254 
Another electrochemical sensor was fabricated by immobilization of acetylcholinesterase on 
NiO NPs/carboxylic GN/Nafion-modified glass carbon electrodes for the detection of methyl 
parathion, chlorpyrifos, and carbofuran pesticides.255 The biosensor showed acceptable 
stability after a month storage period, retaining 91% of its initial electrochemical response and 
recoveries in the range of 93.0–105.2% were observed after applying it to real samples such as 
tap and lake water.255 
Recently, flexible microscale sensors made of GN-NPs was fabricated using a versatile, 
simple and inexpensive method by drop-casting GN film onto a pre-patterned 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface containing negative features and subsequent transfer of 
this pattern onto a target tape.256 This method was effective for producing GN-based 
nanomaterial micro-patterns on different types of adhesive tape. The GN-based sensor was 
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used to estimate the required time for water to move from the plant roots to the upper and lower 
leaves by monitoring water vapour escaping from the leaves and changes in the local humidity 
(RH) level of the leaf surface (Figure 12 A-D). The structured RH sensors made on polyimide 
tape were installed on the back surface of the fourth and ninth leaf of two-month old maize 
plants (labelled B73) and another type of plant with a mixed genetic stock. The sensing 
mechanism was based on changes in the electrical resistance of GN in different moisture 
environments. A resistance increment was observed for the lower and upper sensors of B73 at 
55 and 13 min, respectively after irrigation. Similarly, a resistance increment was reported at 
82 and 110 min for the lower and upper sensors respectively for the mixed genetic stock. This 
pioneering research indicates there is a huge advantage of using on-leaf tape sensor technology 
to allow selection of plants with desirable water transport characteristics or improved tolerance 
to water stress, which is a major objective of crop breeding.256   
 
Figure 12. A) A photo of the GN-based RH sensor and a commercial RH sensor placed at the back of 
the maize leaf, B) resistance of the graphene sensor as a function of RH, and real-time monitoring of 
the RH level on the leaf surface after plant irrigation at two maize plants: C) B73 and D) a mixed genetic 
stock. Adapted with permission.256  
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Graphene-based materials can also be used for real time sensing of toxic gases for 
remote sensing of plant diseases by placing them onto local insects or plants similar to CNT-
graphite sensors.257 Furthermore, applying sensors to different locations can give a full picture 
of the spatial distribution of disease severity at a field-scale, which can assist detection of hot 
spots and allow for targeted treatment application, which will significantly reduce the adverse 
environmental and economic effects of agrochemicals.164 The first attempt to apply GN-based 
materials as gas sensors was reported by Schedin et al.,155 who applied pristine GN obtained 
from the mechanical cleavage of graphite. The pristine GN was supported on a Si wafer using 
a lithography method.  High sensitivity of the prepared sensor for detection of individual NO2 
molecules was related to the high specific surface area of pristine GN combined with its greater 
carrier mobility and low intrinsic electric noise.155 Indeed, this work by Schedin et al.25 was 
motivation and a catalyst for further research regarding the electrochemical potential of GN-
based materials for sensing applications.25 Additional information regarding the application of 
GN-based materials sensors for gas detection are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. Summary of different types of GN-based sensors used for sensing gases. 
Gas detected Sensor type or 
fabrication 
Sensing material Detection limit Ref 
NO2 Electron-beam lithography Pristine GN Single NO2 molecules 155 
CO, O2 and NO2 GN deposited on sensor chip Pristine GN film and 
ribbons 
Signals of 3 and 35 for 
100 ppm of CO and 
NO2 , respectively  
258 
NO2 Casting rGO on gold 
electrodes by lithography 
using Si wafers  
rGO at 100 ppm NO2 
sensitivity of 1.56 
259 




1 ppm for NO2 260 
NH3 ,CH4 and H2 gold electrodes prepared by 
lithography 
CVD grown GN very sensitive to NH3 
in the mixture of NH3 
and CH4 regardless of 





H2 gold electrodes prepared by 
lithography 
GN-PANI sensitivity of16.57% 
toward 1% of H2 gas, 
262 
NH3 GN deposited on electrode by 
syringe 
rGO-PANI  263 
NH3 , NO2 and DNT Single layer rGO deposited on 
the gold electrode 
rGO  264 
NH3 Piezoelectric sensor GO  265 
CH4  Optical sensor rGO-CNT-PMMA  266 
LOD, PANI, PMMA: poly (methylmethacrylate): CNT: carbon nanotube; 
8. Toxicity of GN based materials to plant life 
From the rapid expansion  in the production of GN-based materials and nanomaterials, it is 
essential to study the potential risk associated with the exposure of these materials in different 
environments to ensure safe application.27 Gaining knowledge about nanomaterial and plant 
interactions is not only important for ecological risk assessment but may also promote their 
application in agriculture.164  Phytotoxicology of engineered nanomaterials is quite a new field 
of research and the potential toxicity of NPs, especially GN-based materials on plants, has not 
yet been widely investigated.164 There is some controversy over the toxic potential of GN-
based materials with reports suggesting there are potential safety issues related to their use. 
A large number of in vitro and in vivo toxicity assessment of GN-based materials 
against bacteria, mammalian cells, and animal models are found to adversely affect growth 
and/or function depending on the dose, exposure time and morphology (shape and 
composition), etc., but surface modifications can significantly reduce toxicity.267 Most findings 
have suggested designing GN-based materials with low toxicity for biomedical applications.26, 
268 On the other hand, progressive studies have reported the application of GN-based materials 
in drug delivery, gene delivery, cancer therapy, and as scaffolds for cell culture.26 To this date, 
GN and GO have not revealed significant in vitro toxicity to a number of human cell lines, 
including Raji, HCT-116, Hela-A549, OVCAR-3, U87MG, MDA-MB-435 and MCF-7, even 
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by exposing them to high doses up to 100 mg/ml. However, the dose and size of GN-based 
materials should be considered as the toxicity of GN is highly dose- and size-dependent.267  
The interaction of CNTs with plants has been studied in more depth than GN-based 
materials.  The physiological changes due to the interaction with CNTs mostly involve changes 
of gene expression, 269,270 DNA damage 271,272 and increased formation of reactive oxygen 
speciose (ROS).273,274 However, the response of the plant to CNTs appears to be variable 
depending on the plant species, 275, 276 and stages of plant ontogenesis and variety.277-279 Similar 
to CNTs, uptake into seeds and seedlings, plant growth stimulation at low concentrations and 
growth inhibition at high concentrations has been also demonstrated for graphene. However, 
there are few studies on the toxic effects of different GN-based materials on plants and, 
similarly to what has been reported for human and animal species, controversy on whether or 
not these materials are actually safe or not.  
The effect of GN on the germination and growth of rice seeds was investigated in a study where 
seeds were treated with different concentrations of GN.280 Germination rate was obviously 
delayed with the increase of GN concentration up to 200 mg/l and the growth of radical and 
plumula was inhibited, in addition to the changes in the morphology of the rice seeds. However, 
after treating with 5 mg/l of GN for 16 days, promising effects on adventitious root number, 
and fresh weight of root and sprout were observed, pointing out that a low concentration of GN 
improved some plant growth indices. Another study investigated the phytotoxicity of GN and 
its effect on root and shoot growth, biomass, shape, cell death, and reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) of cabbage, tomato, red spinach, and lettuce by incubating seedlings in a GN 
concentration from 500 to 2000 mg/l for a time period of 20 days (Figure 13 A-F).281  The 
results showed significant inhibition of plant growth and biomass production with a reduction 
in the number and size of leaves with a concentration dependent manner. Root growth 
inhibition was found at 2000 mg/l concentration at different ranges (~18 to 78%) depending on 
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the plant species. Treatments of seeds with GN at concentrations above 500 mg/l led to the 
production of ROS that further led to necrosis, loss of plasma membrane integrity, and eventual 
cell death. However, lettuce did not exhibit similar toxicity to GN at similar treatment 
concentrations indicating the phytotoxicity of GN was dependent on plant species. 
Furthermore, the results highlight the effect of concentration and exposure time on the 
phytotoxicity of GN towards plants. Exposure of plants in hydroponic culture however is very 
different to exposure in soil, where in soil GN or GO are likely to heterocoagulate, similar to 
CNTs, with soil colloids which would vastly reduce potential toxicity.282 
 
Figure 13. Effect of GN on cotyledons and root systems of (A-C) tomato, cabbage, and red spinach 
seeds, respectively, and effect of GN on growth and development of (D-F) cabbage, tomato, and red 
spinach seedlings which were hydroponically grown in Hoagland media for 20 days with and without 
graphene, respectively. Adapted with permission.281 
The toxicity of several carbon nanomaterials (activated carbon, GN, single- and multi-
walled carbon nanotubes) at a concentration of 50 µg/ml was investigated using germination 
of tomato seedlings in a growth medium containing mixed Murashige and Skoog (MS).283 
Graphene induced the lowest activation of stress related to the LeAqp2 gene compared to the 
all other carbon-based material that were tested. The results of photothermal and photoacoustic 
imaging showed no effect of GN on plant growth rate due to the inability of GN to penetrate 
the plant tissue. In another study, hydrated GN ribbons (HGR) promoted aged seed germination 
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by 15%, root differentiation between 52 and 59%, and enhanced resistance to oxidative stress 
compared to GN and GO.284  Further to this , GN has been shown to have a positive effect on 
the germination of tomato seeds and seedling in a study conducted by Zhang et al.285 Analytical 
results indicated there was penetration of GN into the seed husk which resulted in faster 
germination and higher germination rates because it facilitates water uptake. However, during 
the seedling growth period, GN adversely affected seedling biomass accumulation, suggesting 
that GN plays a complicated role in affecting the initial stage of seed germination and 
subsequent seedling growth. A very detailed study on the effect of different concentrations of 
GO inducing the oxidative stress of faba bean seedlings was conducted by Anjum et al.286,287 
They showed that seeds treated with GO at low and high concentrations of 100, 200 and 1600 
mg/l decreased the antioxidative glutathione metabolism and increased the amount of ROS. 
However, by applying moderate concentrations of GO (400 and 800 mg/l) the glutathione pool 
was enhanced and the formation of ROS was reduced due to improved seed water content. 
1.  Advantages and disadvantages of GN-based materials for soil application 
The extensive use of GN-based materials in different fields and their application in 
agriculture could cause their release and subsequent build-up in the soil, therefore, the 
interaction of GN-based materials with the different components of soil needs to be addressed. 
Addition of GN-based materials may cause some changes in the microbial community, 
composition and structure of soil. Chung et al. conducted a study on the effect of GO on 
different soil enzymes including xylosidase, 1,4-β-n-acetyl glucosaminidase, and phosphatase 
in a 59-day soil incubation experiment.288 Soil amended with up to 1 mg GO per g lowered the 
activity of enzymes by 50% compared to control soils but the microbial biomass was not 
affected. Overall they showed that although the soil enzyme activity can be reduced the short 
term by applying GO into soils, enzyme activity can recover over time.288 Additionally, indirect 
toxicity of GO has been reported in wheat (T. aestivum) in As-polluted soil due to the inducing 
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phytotoxicity of arsenic (As).289 The mechanical damage of the cell wall and plasma membrane 
by GO led to an increase in As uptake, which consequently caused toxicity and changes in 
metabolism. In contrast, GO applied to contaminated soil with Cd caused some positive 
changes as indicated by greater dehydrogenase activity, increased RA (the number of 
sequences affiliated with phylum divided by the total sequence number per sample) of some 
dominant bacterial phyla and decreased bioavailability of Cd.290  
In a recent study, GO changed the bacterial community in a soil while also causing changes 
in soil properties.291 Bacterial communities in soil amended with GO became richer and more 
diverse compared to unamended soil. Furthermore, the structure of soil bacterial communities 
was changed by adding GO, including selective enrichment of some nitrogen-fixing and 
dissimilatory iron-reducing bacterial genes. Graphene oxide has also been found to aid water 
transport through soil, promoting the germination of plants.292 It was found that GO can collect 
existing water in soil due to the oxygen-containing functional groups on its structure that could 
then transport the water to the seeds and promote their germination. It is proposed that the 
strong interaction of GO and soil grains can stabilize residual GO sheets in soil and prevent 
their dispersion and uptake by plants, as no GO was detected on the surface or inside the plant 
cells.  
Additionally, different studies have investigated degradation of carbon-based materials 
such as single- and multi-wall CNTs in the presence of a wide variety of catalytic peroxidase 
enzymes such as myeloperoxidase (MPO), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and lignin 
peroxidase (LiP) which exist naturally in the body and in the environment.293 A recent study 
demonstrated the degradation of GO in the presence of low concentration of HRP (~40 µm) 
with emphasis on the effect of surface functionalization of the carbon nanomaterials and pre-
treatment requirement, such as exposure to strong acids prior to enzymatic degradation (Figure 
14).294 Computational docking studies indicated that HRP preferred to bind with the basal plane 
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of both GO and rGO rather than their edges. Another study conducted by Xing and co-workers 
showed degradation of few-layer pristine GN with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) at 
physiologically and environmentally relevant concentrations of H2O2 (1–0.001 M). 293 Lawani 
and co-workers295 investigated the interactions of nanoribbons of GO and rGO with lignin 
peroxidase (LiP), a ligninolytic enzyme released from white rot fungus. Both GO and rGO 
nanoribons treated with LiP had complete or partial degradation within 96 h in the presence of 
veratyl alcohol (VA) or H2O2. This study proposed that VA may be an essential factor for 
degradation of rGO nanoribbons via LiP treatment. However both studies suggested that the 
wide presence of white rot fungi and LiP, and thereby H2O2, in nature could lead to efficient 
degradation of any GN-based material contamination present in the environment. 295 
 
Figure 14. (A) TEM micrographs of GO after incubation with HRP and H2O2. Arrows indicate hole 
formation in the basal plane of GO at day 8. (B) atomic force microscopy (AFM) images with section 
analysis of graphene oxide with HRP at day 0 (left) and GO with holes at day 10 (right). (c) binding 
poses of HRP on (from left to right) GO, porous GO, and a small sheet of GO calculated using molecular 
docking studies. Adapted with permission.294 
Conclusions and perspectives  
This present review demonstrates that the application of GN-based materials in many sectors 
of agriculture is still in its early, but rapidly blooming, stage. Inspiring and promising research 
has already been achieved with regard to the delivery of plant nutrients and pesticides, which 
is expected to improve delivery control and reduce input rates. However, questions still remain 
regarding the resultant effect of GN-related materials on the environment and its fate within 
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biological cycles. The benefits of GN-based materials will be further recognized, if they can 
be used to efficiently transport and deliver chemicals such as fungicides, herbicides and 
insecticides, or other substances such as plant hormones, elicitors and nucleic acids into 
localized areas and targeted sites of the plant tissue. This could consequently reveal insight into 
plant life cycles at a physiological, biochemical and genetic level, ultimately assessing to make 
sustainable agriculture a reality. In addition, there is already a platform to improve their 
application for real time sensing of toxic gases, including the remote sensing of plant diseases 
by placing GN-based sensors onto insects or plants. This type of technology can give a full 
picture of the spatial distribution of disease severity at a field scale which can help to detect 
hot spots and apply targeted treatment, as a significant contribution in reducing the adverse 
effects of agrochemicals. There is a need to conduct further, more comprehensive, studies on 
the effect of GN-based materials as a hardening agent to enhance the physical properties of 
different fertilizers using new production methods, then extend these to other methods of 
fertilizer preparation including compaction or prilling. Finally, it may be possible to apply GN-
based materials loaded with nutrients or pesticides as a hardening agent to enhance their 
physical properties while improving fertilizer performance.    
Interest in the application of GN-based materials in agriculture is increasing, however the major 
concerns regarding the application of GN-based materials in agriculture include their lack of 
scale, high cost and low quantity. Most production methods are not scalable to the large 
quantities needed for fertilizer production and although costs are falling, they are still expensive 
materials compared to other materials used in agriculture. Most bulk methods for production 
of GN also have inherent limitations on the quality of the GN produced, which limits their 
application in the market, but it can be manipulated to a degree by many production methods 
and it is important to remember there is no need for high quality GN in agriculture. 
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Other challenges need to be addressed for their application in agriculture include: (1) designing 
novel GN-based materials for controlled release and enhanced nutrient and pesticides uptake 
rates; (2) characterizing and understanding the structure of different GN-based materials for a 
detailed picture of the interactions and fate of these materials in the environment; (3) 
optimisation of GN-based materials properties and use, in particular exposure concentration 
and time, size, surface charge, surface chemistry and agglomeration/aggregation for their 
successful application in different agricultural areas; (4) developing GN-based materials with 
dual effects that can act as both fertilizers and pesticides carriers, which provide sustained 
release and stability for plant protection management; (5) optimizing GN-based materials 
dose–response, and other factors to expand their application as hardening agents for a wide 
range of fertilizers; (6) understanding human and environmental exposure to GN-based 
materials through nutritional uptake or food chain contamination and the effect of exposure 
concentration, surface chemistry and their toxicity towards, plants, soil and water; and (7) 
developing common strategies to test laboratory-scale GN-based materials in real farm 
applications for broader technology validation and translation. Overall it can be concluded that 
GN-based materials have a promising future in agriculture, by adding value to crop 
productivity and improving agricultural practices in a sustainable and achievable way. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Graphene oxide (GO) preparation. The improved and modified Hummer’s method 
used to synthesis the GO sheets directly from the graphite flakes. 1, 2 Briefly, a mixture 
of sulphuric acid/phosphoric acid (H2SO4/H3PO4) (360:40 mL) added to mixed graphite 
and potassium permanganate (Graphite/KMnO4) (3:18 g) and stirred at 50°C overnight. 
The mixture cooled down to room temperature and poured onto ice with hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) (3 mL). The synthesised golden-brown graphene oxide was centrifuged 
at 4600 g for 2 h after which the supernatant was removed. GO then washed in 
succession with 200 mL of 30 % hydrochloric acid (HCl) and twice with 200 mL of 
ethanol (4600 g for 2 h). The precipitants were then vacuum-dried overnight at room 
temperature to obtain a brown product, which was GO. 
 
Batch adsorption and pH experiments. Batch adsorption experiments were conducted 
individually for Zn+2 and Cu+2 to examine the influence of contact time and pH on the 
metal ions adsorption on GO sheets. Experiments were performed using 250 mL conical 
flasks with 5 mg of adsorbent (GO) and 100 mL of Cu+2 or Zn+2 solution (20 mg L-1) in 
Milli-Q water at room temperature and were mixed in a shaker (RATEK-digital Shaker 
model OM7) at 150 rpm. The influence of pH on Zn and Cu adsorption was assessed in 
the pH range of 3-8. The pH values of the solutions were adjusted with H2SO4 or NH4 
OH (0.1 ML-1). The suspensions were shaken for 60 minutes and filtered through a filter 
paper (0.45 µm) before analysis with ICP-OES. (Spectro, Kleve, Germany).  
The kinetics of sorption were tested at a fixed pH of 4.5 and 6. Solutions with a Cu or 
Zn concentration of 20 mg L-1 were equilibrated with the GO adsorbent (5 mg) for 10, 
20, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 and 120 minutes. The suspensions were filtered with 0.45 µm filter 
papers after the specified contact time. The amount of Cu and Zn ions qt (mg g-1) 
adsorbed by the adsorbent at time t, was calculated using the following equation: 
!" = (%&'%()∗+,   
where C0 and Ct are the initial solution concentration and the concentration at time t, 







Cu and Zn loading on graphene oxide sheets. To prepare Cu-loaded GO (Cu-GO) and 
Zn-loaded GO (Zn-GO) fertilizers, CuSO4.5H2O and ZnSO4.7H2O salts were used. 1 
mM of Cu and Zn ions were added to 1 L of GO solution (1 mg L-1). The pH of the GO 
solution for the adsorption was fixed at 4.5 for Cu and at pH 6 for Zn. The suspensions 
were mixed on a shaker for 60 minutes for Cu loading and 120 minutes for Zn loading. 
The loaded GO suspensions were centrifuged for 30 minutes (4200 rpm). The 
precipitates at the bottom of tubes were collected and semi-dried in an oven at 50 °C 
overnight. The semi-dried materials were then cut into cubes with dimensions of 0.5 
mm by 0.5 mm. Total and water-soluble Zn and Cu concentrations of Zn-GO and Cu-
GO fertilizers were measured based on pervious work.3  
 
Dissolution kinetics study of Zn-GO and Cu-GO fertilizers using column 
perfusion. Dissolution kinetic experiments were conducted as described in our previous 
work,3but using glass wool instead of quartz sand as porous medium. The dissolution 
kinetics were assessed for the Cu-GO and Zn-GO granules and also for Zn sulphate 
(ZnSO4.H2O) and Cu sulphate (CuSO4.5H2O) granules as reference. Granules with a 
total amount of Cu or Zn of 50 mg were placed in each polypropylene column (150 
mm×15 mm), then filled with acid-washed glass wool followed by introducing CaCl2 
solution (10 mM and pH 6) from the bottom of using a peristatic pump with a constant 
flow rate (10 mL h-1) and collecting samples by collector (SuperFracTM, Pharmacia) 
for 72 h for ICP-OES measurements as described in our previous work52.  
 
Zinc and copper diffusion visualization method. The micronutrients diffusion was 
monitored at 1, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days using a visualization method described by Degryse 
et al.4 Petri dishes (5.5 cm diameter and 1 cm height) were filled with wetted soil 
(Tumby Bay, Table S1), covered with the lids, and incubated at 25°C oven. All products 
(CuSO4.5H2O, ZnSO4.H2O, Cu-GO and Zn-GO granules) were applied in the middle of 
a Petri dish at the same rate (10 mg per Petri dish) about 4 mm below the soil surface. 
Three replicates were applied for each formulation. The Petri dishes were then placed 
in a plastic bag to avoid water loss from the soil and incubated at 25°C. The 
micronutrients diffusion was monitored at 1, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days using calcium 





















Table S1. Selected physical and chemical properties of the soil used in this study for soil 
diffusion experiment are given in Table 3. The soil was collected from the top layer of (0-10 
cm), air dried and sieved to < 2mm before use. (a pH in 0.01 M CaCl2 (L:S 5l Kg-1), b organic C7, 
pressure calcimeter method4, c CEC measured with 1 M ammonium acetate at pH 7.0, d particle size 
analysis with the pipette method8, e Oxalate-extractable Al and Fe concentrations9 and total Zn 
concentration determined by aqua regia digestion. 
Soil (location) Thumby Bay 





































Measuring soil pH and total Zn and Cu in the soil. At the end of the 28-day incubation 
period, the pH of the soil and CaCl2-extractable and total amounts of Zn and Cu in the 
incubated soils were determined by ICP-OES for two concentric soil sections (0-9 mm 
and >9 mm from the fertilizer application point) as described by our previous works.4, 5  
 
Plant study. An agricultural soil thought to be Zn- and Cu-deficient was selected for 
this plant-based experiment. The soil sample was collected near Lock, South Australia, 
and classified as Calcarosol according to the Australian Soil Classification.6 The topsoil 
sample (0-10 cm) was dried in air and sieved (less than 2 mm) before the 
characterization (Table S2). The study had four fertilizers treatments (control-Zn, 
Control-Cu, ZnSO4, Zn-GO, CuSO4 and Cu-GO), three replicates for each formulation 
and 21 pots in total.  
 
Table S2. Selected physical and chemical properties of the soil used for plant study. The soil 
was collected from the top layer of (0-10 cm), air dried and sieved to < 2mm before use. 
Soil location Lock, South Australia 
Soil type Sandy loam 
Soil classification Calcarosol 







  <0.1 
CaCO3 (%) 30 
Total N (%) 0.05 
Clay (%) 3.1 
Silt (%) 0.4 















A balanced basal fertilization solution was added to the each 2.0 kg pot, providing a 
total nutrient dose of: 30 mg kg-1 P as monoammonium phosphate, 30 mg kg-1 K as 
potassium chloride, 15 mg kg-1 Ca as calcium nitrate, 10 mg kg-1  Mg as magnesium 
nitrate, 15 mg kg-1 S as ammonium sulphate, 3 mg kg-1 B as boric acid, 2 mg kg-1 Mn as 
manganese chloride, 1 mg kg-1 Mo as ammonium molybdate and 2 mg kg-1 Fe as ferric 
citrate. Furthermore, Cu (4 mg kg-1) as copper sulphate was added to the –Zn control, 
the Zn-GO and the ZnSO4 treatments and Zn (4 mg kg-1) as zinc sulphate was added to 
the –Cu control, Cu-GO and CuSO4 treatments. After soil treatment with liquid basal 
nutrient, 8 pre-germinated seeds of durum wheat (Triticum durum cv.Yallaroi) were 
planted at the 10-5 mm depth and the fertilizers granules (ZnSO4, Zn-GO, CuSO4 and 
Cu-GO) were applied in the middle of the pots at the depth of 10 cm at a rate of 10 mg 
Zn kg-1 or 5 mg Cu kg-1. 
 
The number of plants were reduced to four after one week while the most similar plants 
were kept in each pot. Polyethylene beads were used to cover the soil surface to decrease 
water evaporation from soil. The plants were kept for 6 weeks in a constant-environment 
chamber with following conditions: 12 h days with 20 °C and 12 h nights with15-20ºC. 
Plants were harvested at 6 weeks as described in detail elsewhere.10 Zn and Cu uptake 
by plants were analysed using ICP-OES. 
 
Characterizations and statistical analysis. The vibrational characteristics of GO and 
the prepared materials (Zn-GO and Cu-GO) were analysed by Raman spectroscopy 
(LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Jvon Yvon Technology, Japan) measured between 
500-3500 cm-1. Conditions were set up as follows: a 532 nm laser, 50x objective with a 
spot size of 100 µm, integration time of 10 s for 3 accumulations. Raman graphs are 
displayed with no data processing. X-ray diffraction (600 Miniflex, Rigaco, Japan) was 
used to confirm the structure of GO and to determine the phase of Zn and Cu for any 
evidence of precipitation of their oxides or hydroxides on graphene oxide sheets. 
 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Nicolet 6700 Thermo Fisher) was used to 
analyse graphene oxide sheets. Samples for atomic force microscopy (AFM) were prepared 
based on our previous work.1 Briefly, GO suspensions was drop-casted onto clean silicon 
wafers, followed by washing with ethanol and Milli-Q water and plasma cleaning for 30 s. 





semi-contact (tapping) mode of operation and using NSG10 AFM probes made of silicon 
nitride with a tip radius of 10 nm. 
Thermal decomposition of GO and as-prepared Zn-GO and Cu-GO were performed using a 
thermal gravimetric analyser (TGA, Q500, TA Instruments, USA) under air atmosphere where 
the samples were heated to 900°C at a heating rate of 10°C min−1.  
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization was performed using an 
AXIS Ultra-DLD. The instrument equipped with a   monochromatic Alkα radiation 
source. Details of the instrument parameters are described in depth elsewhere.2Casa 
XPSTM software was used to process data and curve-fitting of XPS data. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using IBM SPSS statistical software. 
Multiple comparison of means were conducted using the LSD test when the ANOVA 
indicated significant differences. The level of significance was P<0.05. 
 
 
Figure S1. (a) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) confirms the presence of oxygen-
containing functional groups on the surface of GO. The broad band between 2600-3800 cm-1 
results from the presence of hydroxyl groups due to the intercalated water and structural 
hydroxyl groups (-COOH and –COH) of GO.11-13 The bands at 1720-1740 cm-1 are associated 
with the stretching vibration of the C=O bond, and the band at 1620 cm-1 can be assigned to 
C=C skeletal vibrations of the non-oxidized graphitic domain, 1590 cm-1 is related to the 
stretching of C=C bonds, 12, 14-17 and the bands at 1240 and 1250 cm-1 are associated with C-O.  
1, 12, 14-17  
(b) The high resolution C1s spectra of GO obtained by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 





eV), epoxy/hydroxyls (C−O, 287.1 eV), carbonyl (C═O, 287.3 eV), and carboxylates (O−C═O, 288.8 
eV).  
(c) The XPS spectrum of O1s was deconvoluted into two peaks. The first peak with a binding energy 
of 532.8 eV can be assigned to C-O. The second peak with a binding energy of 533.1 eV is associated 
with C=O and O=C-OH, carbonyl oxygen atoms in the carboxylic groups and esters. 13, 18, 19 
 
 
Figure S2. Thermodynamic speciation of (a) copper and (b) zinc calculated as afunction of pH 
(top) at a fixed (Cu and Zn) concentration of 1×10-3 M and (bottom) as a function of (Cu and 








Kinetic Models (S3) 
In order to investigate the controlling mechanism of sorption process such as mass 
transfer and chemical reaction, different theoretical models such as pseudo-first-order 
and pseudo-second-order kinetic were applied to the experimental data. Importantly to 
note that the chemical and physical features of the sorbent have large impacts on both 
the sorption kinetics and sorption mechanism.21 Empirical pseudo-first-order and 
pseudo-second-order kinetic models can be expressed by equation (1) for reaction 
exponents n = 1 and 2, respectively.22 
-.(
-" = /0(!1 − !")
0  (1) 
Here qt (mg/g) and qe (mg/g) represent the amount of solute sorbed per gram of sorbent 
at time t and at equilibrium, respectively; K1 and K2 are the first- and second-order 
kinetic rate constants, respectively. Combination of equation (1) with the boundary 
condition (qt = 0 at t = 0) provides equations (2) and (3) for n = 1 and 2, respectively. 








Table S3. Kinetic parameters of the pseudo-first order and pseudo-second order equations for Zn+2 
and Cu+2 sorption on GO. 
 
 Pseudo-first order kinetic Pseudo-second order kinetic 
 qe K1 R qe K2 R 
Zn 72.1 0.03 0.725 133 0.0018 0.988 
















Figure S3. The survey spectra obtained from a) GO sheets, b) Zn-GO and c) Cu-GO. 
 
 







Atomic composition (%) 
 
GO Zn-GO Cu-GO GO Zn-GO Cu-GO 
C 1s 285.9 286.4 286.3 64.5 57.9 57.7 
O 1s 531.9 531.9 531.8 34.8 36 34.1 
S 2p 168.4 168.4 168.3 0.67 1.69 2.02 
Zn 3s/3p - 139.9/88.9 - - 4.34 - 










Figure S4. Mathematical release models of a) Zero-order and b) First-order models of Zn-GO, and c) 








Figure S5. The cumulative release of nutrients from slow released a) Zn-GO and b) Cu-GO 
fertilizers as measured in experiments or as fitted with the first-order kinetic model, and the 








Figure S6. Visualized copper diffusion from a) ZnSO4 and b) Zn-GO, and visualized zinc diffusion 
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Suspension micronutrient fertilizers manufactured using zinc-loaded graphene 
oxide- are more efficient that granular forms in both banded and mixed 
applications  
Shervin Kabiri†, Rodrigo C. da Silva §, Fien Degryse §, Diana N.H. Tran†, Mike J. McLaughlin 
*§ and Dusan Losic*† 
†School of Chemical Engineering, Engineering North Building, The University of Adelaide, 
Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia 
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Abstract: A demand for doubling food production within the next 50 years necessitates the 
development of advanced fertilizers with better performance and less adverse effects on the 
environment. In this study, graphene oxide (GO) loaded with zinc (Zn), either in granular form 
or as a suspension was used as an alternative fertilizer to water soluble ZnSO4 fertilizer in a 
calcareous soil. The efficiency of these new sources of Zn was compared to that of ZnSO4, 
both for banded application or when mixed through the soil. A greenhouse experiment showed 
that both banded (as granular or suspension) and mixed (as suspension) treatments of Zn-loaded 
GO (Zn-GO) significantly increased plant dry mass and Zn uptake compared to ZnSO4 (granule 
and solution), with suspension formulations being more effective than granular ones. Banding 
granular fertilizer reduced the effectiveness of ZnSO4 but not of Zn-GO and banded suspension 
was the best treatment. It was concluded that GO-based fertilizers are a better nutrient source 
for increasing nutrient content in Zn-deficient calcareous soils, likely because of reduced 
fixation in soil due to their slow-release properties arising from specific physicochemical 
properties of the GO sheets and complexation of Zn with GO-based fertilizers.  
Keywords: graphene oxide; slow-release; suspension; fluid; zinc fertilizer 
INTRODUCTION  
The world population is estimated to double by 2050 and grain production should hence 
double over this timeframe to fulfil global demand.1 However, increasing agricultural output 





the form of fertilizers, so doubling food production in a way that does not affect the 
environment and public health is very challenging.2-4 Therefore, there is a need to improve 
fertilizer use efficiency while reducing the potential negative environmental impacts of 
fertilizers, by replacing current fertilizers with more efficient ones.5, 6 Another challenge in 
crop production is to increase the concentrations of micronutrients, such as Zn, in staple cereal 
grain food crops to prevent extensive malnutrition, especially in developing countries where 
grain constitutes the majority of the human diet.3, 7 
Zinc is one of the nutrients required for normal growth of plants and humans, and its 
deficiency is considered to be one of the most common problems regarding crop productivity 
and human health globally.8 However, around 50% of soils used for cereal production contain 
suboptimal levels of plant-available Zn, which affects grain yield and nutritional quality, and 
consequently human health.9 High soil pH and high content of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) are 
some of the major factors responsible for low availability of Zn for plant roots, due to the 
various sorption and precipitation reactions of Zn in soil. 10, 11 A common practice to correct 
Zn deficiency of soil throughout the world is applying Zn fertilizers such as zinc sulphate 
(ZnSO4) or zinc oxide (ZnO).10, 12 However, only a small amount of applied Zn is taken up by 
crops (<5%) depending on the soil and the type and rate of fertilizer used, due to the strong 
adsorption of Zn onto soil surfaces.7, 13, 14 Furthermore, Zn is a diffusion-limited nutrient in 
soil, so fertilizer solubility, physical form (granular, powder and fluid) and placement can affect 
its diffusion in soil and availability to plants.15-18 In general, highly water-soluble Zn fertilizers 
such as ZnSO4 perform better in highly deficient soils,19-21 and the efficiency of less soluble 
sources (e.g. ZnO) depends on its placement.17 Band-applied ZnSO4 granules are superior to 
banded ZnO because the dissolution of granulated or powdered ZnO is restricted when banded 





effectiveness markedly as the soil buffers pH changes more effectively (and can supply H+ ions 
to aid dissolution) and provides a (sorption) sink for Zn2+ ions dissolved from the oxide. 17 
Fluid forms of micronutrients often diffuse further from the point of application in soil 
than chemically similar granular sources ,22 and are agronomically more effective in the field.23 
Recent studies have shown an increase in grain yield and/or concentration in response to fluid 
Zn compared to granular form in calcareous soil. 22-24 The efficiency of the physical state of Zn 
fertilizers (fluid versus granular) on plant yield and nutrient uptake have been investigated.18 
Early research conducted by Mortvedt and Giordano 25 compared the efficiency of ZnO-based 
fertilizers in different physical states (granular versus fluid) and using different methods of 
applications (mixed versus banded) on corn in a non-calcareous soil. Their results showed that 
the effectiveness of the fluid forms was much higher than that of the granular forms when 
mixed throughout the soil, but the efficiency of the fluid sources was affected more than the 
granular sources by banding.25 They suggested that the superiority of the fluid fertilizers over 
granular forms was related to the better distribution of Zn through the soil. Similarly, Holloway 
et al. 26 showed that fluid Zn outperformed a granular products in field trials.26 However, they 
argued that the greater performance of fluid fertilizers compared to their granular counterparts 
is not related to its greater distribution in the soil, as the fluid fertilizers had very low application 
volumes (30-150 L/ha).27 The greater crop response to fluid fertilizer compared to granular was 
suggested to be due to different chemical reactions around the point of soil:fertilizer contact, 
with irreversible sorption of Zn when applied in granular form.18 Experiments conducted by 
Hettiarachchi et al.22 to determine the potential available Zn from fluid or granular Zn fertilizers 
at different distances from the point of application showed that, irrespective of the method of 
application, more than 90% of fertilizer Zn was recovered close to the point of application (0-
7.5 mm). However, most of the applied fluid Zn fertilizer remained in a labile form (as 





We have previously demonstrated that granular graphene oxide (GO) is an effective 
carrier for micronutrients such as Zn that slows the release of this micronutrient to the soil, yet 
diffusion and crop uptake were similar or greater than an equivalent soluble Zn source 
(ZnSO4).28 This significant difference in the release pattern of the micronutrients from the GO-
based carriers compared to commercial fertilizers was related to the tight coordination of the 
metal ions and oxygen functional groups on the GO surface, and the trapping of nutrients 
between stacked and folded GO sheets in the granules.28 However, the effect of fertilizer 
form on the effectiveness of GO-based micronutrient fertilizers for plant growth was not 
examined. We hypothesise that given the strong effect of the fertilizer form on micronutrient 
behaviour and uptake by plants, the suspension forms of GO-based micronutrient fertilizers 
may be even more effective than their granulated forms. In this study, the effect of GO-fertilizer 
form (granular vs suspension) and placement (banded vs mixed) was evaluated on nutrient 
behaviour in soil and availability of Zn to wheat compared to ZnSO4. To understand the 
mechanisms and reactions occurring during the application of these products to soils, we 
examined the diffusion, solubility, and potential availability of Zn from granular and fluid 
forms of Zn fertilizer in an alkaline calcareous soil using laboratory incubation experiments. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Preparation of graphene-oxide based Zn fertilizers (Zn-GO) 
  Graphene oxide was prepared from graphite is supplied from a local mining 
(Uley, Eyre Peninsula, South Australia, Australia) based on the improved Hummers 
method. 29 Zinc-loaded GO (Zn-GO) fertilizers were prepared based on our previous 
work.28 Briefly, 0.01M of Zn as ZnSO4 was added to 1 L of GO solution (1 mg/mL), 
while the pH of the suspension was fixed at 6 and stirred for 120 min. The loaded GO 
with Zn was collected by centrifugation, semi-dried in an oven at 50 °C for 12 h, and 





with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
thermogravimetric analysis TGA (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The total Zn 
concentration of the granules was measured using an open vessel aqua regia extraction 
method followed by analysis with inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry 
(ICP-OES), as described in our previous work. 30  
Water-soluble Zn concentrations of ZnSO4 granules and Zn-GO granules and 
suspension were measured by agitating 1 g of each fertilizer in 250 mL of ultrapure 
deionized water for 24 h in an end-over-end shaker. The samples were then centrifuged 
at 2950 g and filtered before measuring Zn concentration with ICP-OES and the pH of 
samples was measured in the remaining supernatant. The basic information of the 
fertilizers is summarized in Table 1.  
Soil properties  
A calcareous soil was collected near Lock, South Australia. The topsoil sample 
(0-10 cm) was air dried and sieved to less than 2 mm. Soil pH was measured in a 1:5 soil 
to water suspension,31 and soil texture was determined as described in the USDA manual on 
soil testing.32 Total organic C and N were determined following Matejovic et. al.33 Calcium 
carbonate content was measured according to the procedure of Peterson et. al34 and water 
content at field capacity was measured using the method of Klute et. al.35 The calcareous soil 
had pH 8.5, 58% sand, 0.4% slit, 3.1% clay, total C content of 3.5 g/kg, total N content 
of 0.05 g/kg and contained 30 g CaCO3/kg.  
Table 1. Total percentage of Zn in ZnSO4, granules and Zn-GO granules and suspension, water 
soluble Zn relative to total Zn in fertilizer and pH of fertilizer after agitating in water for 24 
hours. 
Fertilizer Total Zn percentage in fertilizer 
Water-soluble Zn relative to 
total Zn in fertilizer pH 
ZnSO4 granular 36.4(±0.65) 100(±0.00) 6.04 (±0.01) 
Zn-GO granular 13(±0.80) 40.3 (±2.00) 3.86 (±0.07) 







Durum wheat (Triticum durum cv. Yallaroi) was grown in the greenhouse. Plastic 
pots were filled with 2 kg of sieved soil samples and 50 mL of equilibrated basal fertilizer 
containing phosphorous (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sulphur 
(S), manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo), copper (Cu) and Iron (Fe) was supplied to 
each pot before placing seeds in the pots. Urea was added to soil twice, at the end of 
second and fourth week of plant growth in order to supply plant with nitrogen.28 The 
experiment included five fertilizer treatments: (i) banded granular ZnSO4 (ZnSO4-G), (ii) 
mixed ZnSO4 (in form of concentrated solution, ZnSO4-S), (iii) banded granular Zn-GO (Zn-
GO-G), (iv) banded Zn-GO in suspension form (Zn-GO-S), (v) mixed Zn-GO in suspension 
form, and three replicates were applied for each formulation. Commercial ZnSO4 granules 
(~0.4 cm diameter) were used as a positive control treatment and an unfertilized (Zn) treatment 
with only the basal nutrient solutions served as a negative control treatment.  
For the pots with banded application of granular fertilizers, three granules were placed 
in three spots 5 cm below the soil surface. For the banded application of suspension Zn-GO, 5 
mL of suspension was injected in three spots. For the mixed treatments, ZnSO4 dissolved in 
water and Zn-GO suspension dispersed homogenously in water were mixed with the soil prior 
to sowing. The Zn fertilizers were applied at 10 mg Zn /kg, a rate based on a preliminary 
response curve trial.  
Following the addition of liquid basal nutrients, 8 pre-germinated seeds of durum wheat 
were transplanted at 10-15 mm depth below the soil surface. The plants were thinned to 
four seedlings per pot after one week and the soil surface was covered with 60 g of 
polyethylene beads to reduce moisture loss. The pots were weighed daily and watered 
with deionized water to field capacity. At the end of 6 weeks, plants were cut 2 cm above 
the soil surface and then dried in the oven at 70ºC until a constant weight was obtained. 
Dried plants were digested and analysed using ICP-OES for Zn concentration as 
previously described.17  
Nutrient diffusion visualization method in soil 
  A laboratory experiment was set up similar to the work described by Degryse 
et.al.8  Briefly, small-size Petri dishes (diameter of 5.5 cm and 1 cm height) were filled 
with soil, watered to field capacity (same soil as the plant study), covered with lids, and 
incubated at 25°C. The granules of ZnSO4 and Zn-GO were applied as a single granule 
in the centre of the dish, whereas the fluid treatments were applied as 1 mL of viscous 





application due to its high viscosity). Three replicates were applied for each formulation. 
The rate of Zn was similar (10 mg per Petri dish) for all formulations. The Petri dishes 
were then placed in a plastic bag to avoid moisture loss from the soil and incubated at 
25°C. Calcium carbonate (CaCO3)-impregnated filter papers were placed on the surface 
of the moist soil at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 weeks of incubation to monitor Zn diffusion in the 
soil. A dithizone solution was used to detect adsorbed Zn on the CaCO3-impregnated 
filter paper and all papers were scanned and analysed using imaging software (ImageJ).  
Measuring soil pH and CaCl2-extractable Zn  
  Soil pH and CaCl2-extractable Zn were measured at the end of the incubation 
period using a method described by Lombi et al.36 Independent set of Petri dish was 
incubated for these wet chemical analyses. Briefly, small size Petri dishes were filled 
with moist soil (Lock) and granules of ZnSO4 and Zn-GO were applied as a single 
granule in the centre of a Petri dish for banded application. The suspension of Zn-GO 
was applied in the centre of the Petri dish for fluid treatments. For mixed application, 
Zn-GO suspension or ZnSO4 solution were mixed thoroughly with the soil. Three 
replicates were applied for each formulation. The rate of Zn was 10 mg per Petri dish 
for all formulations. The Petri dishes were then placed in a plastic bag to avoid moist 
loss from the soil and incubated at 25°C. After 2, 4 and 6 weeks of incubation, the soil 
pH and CaCl2-extractable Zn were measured in two concentric soil sections (0-8 mm 
and >8 mm from the fertilizer application point) for banded applications. Soil samples 
from the inner and outer sections were homogenised after drying in the oven overnight. 
10 mL of CaCl2 solution (1 mM) was added to 1 g of soil from the inner section and 20 
mL of CaCl2 solution (1 mM) was added to 2 g of soil from the outer section. For mixed 
applications, pH and CaCl2-extractable Zn were measured for dried and homogenised 
soil by adding 20 mL of CaCl2 solution (1 mM) to 2 g of soil. The resulting suspensions 
were shaken overnight and centrifuged at 4000 rpm (2950 g) for 30 min. The 
concentration of Zn in the supernatant was analysed by ICP-OES and the pH of the 
samples was measured on the remaining supernatant. 
Characterizations and statistics 
  Zn-GO and ZnSO4 granules were incubated with the moist soil (Lock) for 2 
weeks. The fertilizer granules were taken out and attached soil was carefully removed 
from their surface before characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 
were acquired using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (Quanta 450, FEI, 





system on a SEM Quanta 450, and microscopic photos were taken with a Nikon SMZ 
745T stereomicroscope. Mineralogical characterization of ZnSO4 and Zn-GO granules 
before and after incubation in the soil was investigated using XRD (600 Miniflex, Rigaco, 
Japan).  
Statistics 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using IBM SPSS statistical software for 
the plant study and the incubation experiments. Multiple comparison of means was 
conducted using the LSD and Tukey tests when the ANOVA indicated significant 
differences. The level of significance was set at P≤0.05. 
RESULTS  
Plant yield and Zn placement effects 
  The response of wheat to Zn fertilizers varied according to the form of fertilizers 
and, banded and mixed methods of application (Figure 1). In the mixed application, the 
yield was significantly higher (29%) for the Zn-GO suspension (Zn-GO-S) than for the 
ZnSO4 solution (ZnSO4-S), (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Similarly, for banded 
treatments, the suspension form of Zn-GO yielded 46.2% and 71.6% more than the 
granular form of Zn-GO and ZnSO4, respectively.  
 
Figure 1. a) Dry mass, b) Zn concentration and c) Zn uptake for wheat plants with different Zn 
treatments and placement methods (banded and mixed) for a Zn rate of 10 mg/kg, (Ctr=control 





and ZnSO4-S=ZnSO4 solution (after 6 weeks). Different letters above the column indicate 
significant differences at a 5% significance level. Error bars indicate standard deviation of (n = 
3).  
  The application of Zn fertilizer to the soil significantly enhanced the Zn 
concentration in plants with the Zn-GO suspension treatment having the highest Zn 
concentration in wheat plants.  Zn-GO suspension whether banded or mixed (Figure 1b) 
performed better than mixed fluid ZnSO4. However, the concentration of Zn in plants 
treated with granular Zn-GO and granular or fluid ZnSO4 were below the critical value 
of 13 mg Zn/kg plant tissue.17 Zinc uptake was increased by Zn addition for all types of 
fertilizers and method of applications (Figure 1c). Similar to results obtained from plant 
yield, the plants treated with suspension Zn-GO fertilizer (banded or mixed) had the 
highest Zn uptake followed by ZnSO4 solution and the granular Zn-GO and ZnSO4. Zn-
GO suspension either banded or mixed with soil showed 77.5 and 76.5% higher Zn 
uptake than granular Zn-GO, showing the high effectiveness of Zn supply to plants by 
the Zn-GO suspension. 
Diffusion and solubility of Zn from fertilizers in soil  
  The effective radius of Zn diffusion from the point of application is shown in 
Figure 2a and b. Zinc diffusion from Zn-GO suspension was significantly higher for Zn-
GO suspension compared to granular fertilizers during the 6 week incubation period 
(Figure 2b). In the case of Zn-GO and ZnSO4 granules, there was no significant 
difference in Zn diffusion for the first 2 weeks but the diffusion radius was significantly 
higher for Zn-GO-G compared to ZnSO4-G from the third week of incubation onwards 






Figure 2. (a) Visualization of Zn diffusion and (b) radius of the high-Zn zone at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6 weeks after addition of Zn fertilizer in soil. Zinc was added to the soil at a rate of 10 mg Zn, 
as Zn-GO and ZnSO4 granules (G), ZnSO4 solution (S) and Zn-GO suspension (S).  
 
  The concentrations of CaCl2-extractable Zn from soil incubated with Zn-GO and 
ZnSO4 granules (banded) and Zn-GO suspension (banded) and Zn-GO suspension and 
ZnSO4 solution (mixed) in the different soil sections are reported in Table 2. Zinc 
concentrations were much higher in the inner sections (< 8 mm) than in the outer 
sections, regardless of the source of Zn. For banded fertilizers, extracted Zn was 
significantly higher for the Zn-GO suspension compared to the granular formulations. 
In addition, concentrations of extracted Zn decreased from week 2 to week 6 for granular 
formulations but not for the Zn-GO suspension. Extracted Zn from granular 
formulations was high in the inner zone compared to the fluid formulations indicating 
most of the Zn remained in, or close to, the granules during the incubation. Similar 
results were reported by Hettiarachchi et al.22 who showed that most of the fertilizer Zn 
(84.7%±4.8%) remained in Zn-enriched fertilizer granules after 5 weeks of incubation. 
The concentration of extracted Zn decreased from week 2 onwards when the fertilizers 
were mixed through soil. However, more Zn was extracted from soil treated with 
suspension Zn-GO compared to solution ZnSO4. Zinc concentrations in the outer section 
(> 8 mm) were below detection limit except for banded Zn-GO suspension incubated 





Table 2. Concentrations of Zn extracted by CaCl2 from soil incubated with Zn-GO and ZnSO4 
granules (banded) and Zn-GO suspension (banded) and Zn-GO suspension and ZnSO4 solution 
(mixed) for 2, 4 and 6 weeks in the inner zone (< 8 mm) and outer zone (> 8 mm ) from the 
point of fertilizer application. Values are the mean of three replicates and figures in parentheses 
are standard deviation.  Small letters refer to significant differences between formulations. (BDL 





Zn concentration extracted by CaCl2 (mg/l) 
2 weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks 
Inner section Outer section Inner section Outer section Inner section Outer section 
Banded 
Granule  ZnSO4 7.06(±0.68)b BDL 6.65(±0.62)b BDL 2.30(±0.45)b BDL 
Granule  Zn-GO 6.24(±0.19)b BDL 7.42(±0.43)b BDL 2.38(±0.17)b BDL 
Suspension  Zn-GO 10.05(±0.44)a 0.25(±0.08) 9.26(±0.24)a BDL 10.95(±0.40)a BDL 
Mixed 
Solution ZnSO4 1.19(±0.09)a 0.41(±0.01)a 0.48(±0.07)b 
Suspension Zn-GO 2.52(±0.71)a 2.20(±0.10)b 0.93(±0.24)b 
 
  Soil pH of the inner zone (< 8 mm) and outer zone across all fertilizers for the 
banded and mixed method of application are presented in Table 3. The average pH of 
soil for banded treatments of granular ZnSO4 and Zn-GO was 0.56 and 0.53 pH units, 
respectively, lower than unfertilized soil (8.5 (±0.05)) by the second week of incubation. 
The pH difference for Zn-GO suspension was 0.65 pH unit lower than unfertilized soil. 
Change in soil pH near fertilizer application point could be related to the cation and H+ 
exchange between fertilizer and soil or for GO-based fertilizer, due to their low pH as 
indicated in Table.1. The difference between pH of unfertilized soil and inner section 
for ZnSO4 and Zn-GO granules decreased by end of incubation time but it increased for 
Zn-GO suspension (0.8 pH unit), pointing more acidity of suspension Zn-GO due to the 
ability of GO to generate acidic functional groups through to interaction with water 
molecules by the time.37 There were no differences in soil pH between Zn-GO and 
ZnSO4 treatments when these were mixed through soils due to soil buffering,17 but pH 
values were still lower than in the unfertilized soil.  
Table 3. Soil pHCaCl2 in treatments incubated with ZnSO4 and Zn-GO granules or fluid which 
banded mixed with soil after 2, 4 and 6 weeks of incubation in the inner zone (< 8 mm) and 
















Granule  ZnSO4 7.93(±0.03)na 8.01(±0.04)na 7.91(±0.02)na 8.15(±0.06)a 8.14(±0.03)a 8.21(±0.10)na 
Granule  Zn-GO 7.96(±0.15)na 8.09(±0.09)na 7.89(±0.09)na 8.01(±0.05)b 8.20(±0.06)a 8.14(±0.07)na 
Suspension  Zn-GO 7.85(±0.11)na 7.95(±0.00)na 7.77(±0.09)na 7.92(±0.05)b 7.70(±0.04)b 8.08(±0.09)na 
Mixed 
Solution ZnSO4 8.00(±0.12) 8.07(±0.02) 8.08(±0.07) 
Suspension Zn-GO 7.95(±0.00) 7.95(±0.05) 8.06(±0.02) 
 
Characterization of granular fertilizers before and after incubation in soil 
  The changes in the morphology of ZnSO4 and Zn-GO granules incubated in the 
soil were analysed using SEM. Both ZnSO4 and Zn-GO granules preserved their shape 
after 2 weeks of incubation in soil (Figure S3, Supporting Information). SEM analysis 
of the surface of the incubated ZnSO4 granule revealed the formation of interconnected 
layers of Zn precipitates (Figure 3a and b), while the surface of the original ZnSO4 
granule before incubation contained individual ZnSO4 micro particles (Figure 3c and 
d). High and low resolution SEM images from Zn-GO granules after incubation for the 
same time did not show any precipitates or differences in the morphology of incubated 
granules compared to the original Zn-GO granules (Figure 3e-h). 
 
Figure 3. Low resolution and high resolution SEM images from the surface of (a and b) ZnSO4 
granules after incubation for two weeks in soil, (c and d) ZnSO4 granules before incubation in 
the soil, (e and f) Zn-GO granules after incubation for two weeks in soil, and (g and h) Zn-GO 
granules before incubation in the soil. 
 
  Optical microscopic images of the soil cavity in which ZnSO4 granules had been 





of residue on the soil surface and SEM image from the same sample showed the 
presence of precipitates (likely secondary) on the soil surface which was not seen in 
SEM images of the original soil (Figure S4, Supporting Information). In contrast, there 
were no secondary precipitates in the soil cavity in which a Zn-GO granule had been 
incubated (Figures 4c and d). Also the SEM images from this sample did not show any 
secondary precipitates and was morphologically similar to the SEM image of the 
original soil surface.  
 
Figure 4. a) Optical microscopic cross section image of the soil after removal of a ZnSO4 
granule which had been incubated with soil for 2 weeks, b) SEM images of the soil surface in 
Figure (4a), c) optical microscopic cross sectional images of the soil after removal of a Zn-GO 
granule which had been incubated with soil for 2 weeks and d) SEM images of the soil in Figure 
(4c). 
 
 The precipitates observed in the soil around the ZnSO4 granule were confirmed to be 
secondary in nature by XRD analysis, which showed the appearance of peaks 
completely different to those of ZnSO4, representing a change to new secondary 
crystalline solid phases (Figure 5a). The XRD pattern of the ZnSO4 granule before 
incubation was consistent with those for ZnSO4.H2O,38,39 while after incubation most of 
the ZnSO4 peaks disappeared and were replaced with new peaks related to ZnO, 
Zn(OH)2, zinc hydroxyl carbonate (Znx(OH)x(CO3)x) or calcium zincate 
(CaZn(OH)4.2H2O).40-45 Furthermore, the changes in the XRD peaks of the ZnSO4 
granule after incubation in soils for two weeks was not confounded by adhering soil, as 





The XRD spectra of Zn-GO (Figure 5b) before and after incubation were almost 
identical and the presence of any new peaks was mostly related to adhering soil. It was 
difficult to completely remove soil residues from the Zn-GO granules surface, as also 
can be seen from the optical microscopic images (Figure S3, Supporting Information).  
 
Figure 5. XRD patterns of (a) unfertilized soil, ZnSO4 granules before (ZnSO4-B) and after 
(ZnSO4-A) incubation with soil and (b) unfertilized soil Zn-GO granules before (Zn-GO-B) and 
after (Zn-GO-B) incubation with soil and from unfertilized soil. 
 
  These results were further confirmed with EDX analysis of the surface of ZnSO4 
and Zn-GO granules before and after incubation in soil. According to EDX analysis 
(Figures 6a and b), the weight percent of oxygen (O), Zn and S were 24.3, 33.9 and 8.5, 
respectively for ZnSO4 granules before incubation while they changed to 38.3, 9.2 and 
0.4, respectively after incubation. The increase in the O percent and decreasing Zn and 
S percentage is representing changing of ZnSO4 salts to ZnO or Zn(OH)2, although the 
decrease of Zn and S could be related to release and diffusion of Zn and especially S 
during incubation as well. Furthermore, a high percentage of Ca (23%) was observed in 





carbonate precipitates in the granule shell after incubation. The presence of calcium 
zincate (CaZn(OH)4.2H2O) crystals on soil near the ZnSO4 granules was confirmed 
more with SEM images and EDX analysis form same spot (Figure S5, Supporting 
Information). For Zn-GO granules, the percent of O was almost the same before and 
after incubation, 37.2% and 38.2%, respectively, related to the presence of the different 
oxygen functional groups of GO. A decrease in Zn content from16.1% (before 
incubation) to 11.3% (after incubation) was likely related to the release of Zn during 






Figure 6. The SEM/EDX results of (a) ZnSO4 granules before, (b) after incubation in the soil, 
(c) Zn-GO granules before and (d) after incubation in the soil with corresponded weight 
percentage (w%) and atomic percentage (A%) elemental analysis reported in table.   
 
DISCUSSION 
  The results of this study show that the fluid form of either Zn-GO or ZnSO4 
fertilizers outperformed granular fertilizers regarding plant dry mass and Zn uptake in a 
highly calcareous soil. The greater performance of the fertilisers in fluid form can be 
explained by several factors, which are their physical state,45,46 placement effects, soil 
chemical properties and pH.17, 47-49 The physical state of applied Zn (granular or fluid) 
can influence nutrient availability in soil due to their different physical interaction with 
the surrounding soil.18 When a granular fertilizer is added to soil, wetting of the granule 
occurs through capillary flow of water from moist soil to the porous granule.45,46 This 
movement of water towards the fertilizer granule occurs in an opposite direction to the 
dissolved Zn diffusion which could consequently restrict or slow the diffusion of the dissolved 
fertilizer.50 In an alkaline soil, this flow of water towards the granule also draws Ca and 
Mg (in soil solution) towards, and into the granule.36 On the other hand, there is no mass 
flow of water (and solutes) from the soil towards the fertilizer application point with fluid 
fertilizers therefore they can diffuse faster in the soil.50 This mechanism has been reported by 
Hettiarachchi et al.50 that the diffusion of P from granular monoammonium phosphate (MAP) 
in calcareous soil is limited compared to fluid MAP due to the flow of water towards granules.  
  Another reason for the low response of wheat plants to granular Zn compared to its 
fluid form could have been due to limited root interception with granules since there are only 
three granules per pot and it is possible that some roots did not “find” the granules. Similar 
results were reported by others when the lack of response to granular ZnSO4 granules was due 
to limited root interception in banded method of application compared to ZnSO4 mixed through 





fertilizers over the granular form was greater due to the better distribution of Zn in the 
soil. Similarly, in a calcareous soil Soper et al.53 reported Zn concentrations in beans 
were enhanced best when the volume of soil treated with ZnSO4 was increased. This 
could also explain the enhanced performance of Zn-GO suspension over Zn-GO 
granules when banded in soil, due to the larger volume of soil treated by the suspension 
product and the greater probability of roots intercepting the suspension fertilizer despite 
being placed at the same depth as the granular Zn.  
  Besides the effect of the fertilizer physical states and their method of application, 
the chemical reactions between the added fertilizers and different soil components 
including phosphate, carbonate, aluminium and iron oxides can also influence their 
availability to plants.22,49,54,55  It is generally accepted that diffusion is the principle 
source of Zn movement in soil,17,19,56 and that soil pH and chemical properties influence 
the solubility and diffusion of Zn fertilizers in the soil.8,22,49 Fluid fertilizers tend to have 
a lower nutrient concentration compared to the granular equivalent formulation when 
added to soil because of dilution in a larger soil volume. The lower concentrations of 
nutrient in fluid fertilizers lead to less precipitation with soil components. This process 
has been reported earlier as the mechanism that enhanced the diffusion of P from liquid 
fertilizers compared to granules due to low concentration of P in liquid fertilizer and 
less formation of P precipitates in the soil.57 On the other hand, in the calcareous soil, 
there is a high chance of precipitation of Zn at the granule:soil interface due to the high 
concentration of Zn at the surface of the granule, which can consequently affect Zn 
diffusion and uptake by plants. Ghosh et al.58 identified two reaction zones around Zn 
granules: a saturated zone immediately adjacent to the fertilizer granule with high 
concentration of Zn and an outer zone with a lower concentration of Zn. Different 





the high concentration zone while adsorption reactions may occur in the low 
concentration zone.58 Others have noted similar results when the movement of Zn from 
granular fertilizers in soil was limited compared to fluid products due to the precipitation 
of dissolved Zn.22  
  Many studies have shown that there is a positive correlation between the water 
solubility of Zn fertilizers and plant biomass and Zn uptake.15,20,51,59 However, there was 
no such correlation in our study, as the plant response to highly soluble ZnSO4 granules 
was low compared to the sparingly soluble Zn-GO. As indicated earlier in this section, 
diffusion is the principle mode of Zn movement in the soil and the rate of diffusion 
depends on the Zn solution concentration at the granule:soil interface, which is affected 
by the water solubility of the Zn fertilizer.15,17,20,59 However, water solubility of fertilizer 
Zn in soil highly dependent on soil pH with solubility decreasing with increasing pH 
beyond 7.17,22,47 In calcareous soil, the Zn+2 activity decreases 15,59Zn(OH)2, ZnCO3 or 
insoluble calcium zincate , hence decreasing the availability of Zn to plants.52,60,61 Our 
SEM image (Figures 3a-d) indicated the presence of a thick and interconnected surface 
precipitate around ZnSO4 granules and in the soil adjacent to the granules after 
incubation in the soil for 2 weeks. It appears that precipitation of Zn in or near to ZnSO4 
granules could be responsible for the poor Zn diffusion in soil. In addition, the presence 
of XRD peaks related to insoluble Zn compounds, such as ZnO, Zn(OH)2 and calcium 
zincate (Figure 4a) provides further evidence for secondary precipitate formation around 
the ZnSO4 granules. Kalbasi et al.62 identified crystalline Zn precipitates related to 
Zn(OH)2 and zinc carbonates in the soil adjacent to banded ZnSO4 granules similar to 
those we report here. 
   XRD spectra and SEM images of Zn-GO fertilizers before and after incubation 





these reactions. Our previous study showed that Zn release from Zn-GO granules was 
much slower than ZnSO4 granules in both batch extractions, column leaching and soil 
environments due to the tight chemical bond between Zn and GO sheets.28 In Zn-GO 
granules, Zn ions are also trapped inside the wrinkled or aggregated GO sheets, and the 
layered structure of stacked GO sheets in the final granule reduces the release of 
nutrients. Hence, Zn ions in Zn-GO granules were less affected by soil components, as 
indicated by the fact that no peaks related to Zn-insoluble compounds were found in the 
XRD patterns of these granules after incubation in soil. Furthermore, difference in the 
release and availability of Zn from Zn-GO and ZnSO4 granules can be related to pH 
differences of the granules. As indicated in Table 1, Zn-GO granules had a pH of 3.84, 
which is 2.2 units less than the pH of the ZnSO4 granules. This lower pH of the granules 
may have resulted in a lower pH at the soil:granule interface, resulting in less formation 
of precipitates as indicated in Figure 4b as well. The results of soil pH depicted in Table. 
3 also show slight acidification of soil near the GO-based fertilizers. Others proposed 
that GO can constantly change its chemical structure due to interaction with water 
molecules and can gradually generate significant quantity of acidic functional groups 
through the interaction with water molecules,37 which can explain the acidity of GO-
based fertilizers and their greater performance in calcareous soil.   
  The Zn-GO suspensions performed better than fluid ZnSO4 in terms of plant dry 
matter and Zn uptake when mixed through soil. The better performance of the Zn-GO 
suspension compared to fluid ZnSO4 could be related to the attachment of Zn ions to 
GO sheets and the acidity of the GO-based fertilizer. Surface complexation between 
metal ions and oxygen functional groups on the surface of GO plays a dominated role 
in their adsorption onto GO sheets.63,64  Furthermore, the metal ions can attach to GO 





edges of GO sheets.63 Therefore, the better performance of suspension Zn-GO could be 
related to the high stability of Zn complexation with GO sheets which diminishes the 
possibility of Zn being precipitated in soil around the granule, similar to chelated-zinc 
fertilizer.60 It has been also confirmed that GO sheets degrade in the soil65,66 and their 
prolonged exposure to water molecules can generate a significant quantity of acidic 
functional groups and gradually convert them into humic acid-like structures.37 These 
reactions are more likely to have occurred with the suspension Zn-GO treatments as 
they were dispersed in soil and would have had extensive contact with water molecules 
and soil enzymes. Degradation of GO-based material to humic acid-like structures could 
enhance Zn diffusion through soil, similar to synthetic chelates, and enhance plant 
growth through better Zn nutrition.67-69 The presence of humic acids and the generation 
of acidic groups on the GO surface could also decrease soil pH which is advantageous 
in calcareous soils for crop production due to benefits in terms of Zn availability.70 The 
relatively high extractability of Zn for Zn-GO compared to ZnSO4, when mixed through 
soil, may have been a result of these reactions.  
 The results of this study indicate that the application of graphene-based Zn fertilizers (Zn-
GO) increased the plant yield in wheat more than formulations based on ZnSO4. Suspensions 
of Zn-GO were more effective than granular Zn-GO. Compared to mixing through soil, 
banding of ZnSO4 significantly constrained plant growth (as has been found previously), but 
Zn-GO suspensions were not affected by banding to the same extent. Diffusion and solubility 
of fertilizer Zn in soils away from the point of fertilizer application was restricted for ZnSO4 
compared to Zn-GO (granular or suspension). The formation of insoluble Zn precipitates 
around ZnSO4 granules in soil and the absence of these compounds in soil around Zn-GO 
formulations was likely the reason for the better agronomic effectiveness of the Zn-GO 





  The excellent performance of Zn-GO fertilizers compared to ZnSO4 may be related to 
the tight coordination of Zn ions with the GO sheets and trapping of Zn in wrinkled or 
aggregated GO sheets which makes Zn less affected by soil pH and interaction with soil 
components in addition to their acidity which keeps Zn in soluble form and prevent its 
precipitation. It is expected that this graphene based nutrients carrier strategy as new generation 
of fertilizers could be applicable to a wide range of calcareous soils and plant macro and 
micronutrients, as GO can be used as a loading platform for both cations and anions,71 and it 
can be produced in industrial scale.72  More studies are needed to further expand this concept 
for other nutrients and investigated their plant growth performances in complex soil 
environment.  
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Figure S1. a) FTIR from graphene oxide (GO), b) XRD pattern of GO and zinc loaded GO (Zn-GO) 
and c) TGA analysis of GO and Zn-GO. 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) confirms the presence of oxygen-containing 
functional groups on the surface of GO. The presence of Hydroxyl group (OH) was identified 
by a broad band between 2600-3800 cm-1. The bands at 1720-1740 cm-1 are associated with the 





C-O.1  The X-ray diffraction pattern of GO showed a peaks at 2θ ~ 9.86°, which is related to the 
(001) reflection corresponding to the graphite interlayer distance. This peak was also observed for Zn-
GO, but it shifted to lower 2θ values which is evidence of the intercalation of the metal ions.1 The 
thermogravimetric (TGA) of GO is showed it thermally instability. The major weight loss of GO 
happened at around 300 °C, which is probably due to the pyrolysis of the liable oxygen-containing 
functional groups. Zn-GO showed a similar trend as GO for weight lost but its thermal stability 
improved compared to GO. The overall weight loss of Zn-GO was less than GO which confirmed the 
presence of Zn and Cu in the GO structure.1   
 
 
Figure S2. Photo of plants treated with (1) Zn-GO granules banded, (2) Zn-GO suspension-banded, (3) 
ZnSO4 granules banded, (4) Zn-GO suspension mixed and (5) ZnSO4 liquid mixed with soil. (Zn rate 







Figure S3. a) SEM image of ZnSO4 granule incubated for 2 weeks in the soil, b) Microscopic image of 
same granule, c) SEM image of Zn-GO granule incubated for 2 weeks in the soil and d) Microscopic 
image of same granule. 
 






Figure S5. a) SEM image of soil incubated with ZnSO4 granule for 2 weeks showing presence of some 
crystals after removal of granules on soil surface and b) EDX analysis from different spots with 
(spectrum 20, 21 and 22) and without crystals (spectrum 23). 
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Co-granulation of low rates of graphene and 
graphene oxide with macronutrient fertilizers 
remarkably improves their physical properties 
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Figure	3.	a) Graph showing crushing strength (newton (N)) to crush a granule of monoammonium phosphate (MAP) (control) and MAP with 
different concentration (0.05 to 0.5%) of graphene (GN) and graphene oxide (GO), (crushing strength and standard deviation were measured for 
25 granules for each formulation, error bars represents (n	= 25), Low resolution SEM images of top surface of b) MAP (control) and c) MAP-
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Materials. Natural graphite rocks (Uley, Eyre Peninsula, South Australia, Australia) was supplied from 
a local mining site. Monoammonuim phosphate (MAP) was provided by The Mosaic Company LLC 
(Minnesota, USA). Potassium permanganate (KMnO4, Sigma-Aldrich), 98% sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 
Chem-Supply), phosphoric acid (H3PO4, Chem-Supply), 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Chem-Supply) 
and 35% hydrochloric acid (HCl, Chem-Supply) were used directly without further processing. High-
purity milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25 °C, pH of 5.6) was used throughout the study, unless otherwise 
stated.  
Characterization. The MAP-GN and MAP-GO fertilizers were analysed by scanning 
electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Quanta 450, FEI, USA) combined with an integrated energy-
dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDAX) Genesis EDX spectrometer system for morphological and 
elemental composition analysis. Mineralogical characterization of the final product was 
investigated using X-ray diffraction (600 Miniflex, Rigaco, Japan). Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy (Nicolet 6700 Thermo Fisher) in transmittance mode and range 500-4000 
cm-1 was used to identify the functional groups of GO and the effect of MAP on GO sheets 
during granulation and oven drying. The vibrational characteristics of GN, GO, MAP, MAP-
GN and MAP-GO were analysed by Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba 
Jvon Yvon Technology, Japan) using a 532 nm laser. Thermal decomposition of GO, MAP-
GO (died in ambient and) MAP-GO (dried in the oven) were performed using a thermal 
gravimetric analyser (TGA, Q500, TA Instruments, USA) under air atmosphere where the 
samples were heated to 900°C at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. The size distribution of both 






Figure S1. a) XRD, b)Raman, c)TGA and d)FTIR characterization of graphene oxide (GO) and 
thermally reduced graphene (GN). 
The XRD pattern of pristine graphite (Figure a) shows diffraction peak at ~2θ= 26° corresponding to 
the diffraction patterns of graphite. The sharp peak at 26° disappears at XRD pattern of GO and a new 
peaks form at 2θ= 9.9° with lower intensity compare to the graphitic peak. These changes are related to 
the heterogeneous nature of the oxidized graphite compromised of both sp2 domains from graphite and 
sp3 domains from oxidized graphite. When graphene oxide reduced to graphene by hydrothermal 
reduction the intensity of peak at ~2θ= 26°becomes higher and the peaks due to graphene oxide 
disappear. However, the peak formed at ~2θ= 26° for reduced graphene oxide is broader compare to 
graphite which could be related to the presence of some oxygen functional groups on the reduced 
graphene oxide sheets. The XRD results of graphite, GO and reduced graphene oxide samples are in 
good agreement with published reports available in the literatures.1-3 
Raman spectroscopy is a very useful method to characterize the reduction of GO (Figure b). For all 
carbonaceous materials, both D and G bands are the predominant features in the Raman spectra; they 
are represented at around 1343 and 1589 cm−1, 1346 and 1596 cm−1, respectively for GO and GN. The 
G bands corresponds to the first-order scattering of the E2g mode at the Brillouin zone, indicating the 





of sp3 hybridized carbon and sp2 hybridized carbon, the decrease in the intensity of D to G band means 
the increase of sp2 hybridized and decrease of sp3 hybridized in GN and reduction of graphene oxide. 4-
7 
Furthermore, TGA analysis conducted to characterize GO and GN. As shown in (Figure c) GO is 
thermally unstable and starts to loss mass upon heating and the major weigh loss happens at ~200°C 
due to the pyrolysis of the oxygen functional groups on the surface of GO. The thermal decomposition 
of GO is accompanied by a vigorous release of gas, large volume expansion and a large mass lose. On 
the other hand, the removal of the oxygen functional groups during the thermal reduction of GO results 
in the thermal stability of the GN. Apart from a slight mass loss below 100°Cdue to the loss of adsorbed 
water, no significant mass loss is detected when GN is heated up 600°C. 8 
The FTIR spectra of GO (Figure d) presents the following absorbance bands, O–H stretching 
vibrations (3410 cm−1), aromatic C=C (1620 cm−1), epoxy and alkoxy/alkoxide C-O (1050 and 
1220cm−1), C=O stretching of the COOH (1730 cm−1) and carboxy C-O (1420 cm-1). However, 
all those peaks dispread in the FTIR spectra of GN due to the reduction of GN during the thermal 



















Figure S2. Particle size of a) graphene, b) graphene oxide, SEM images of freeze dried c) graphene and 
d) graphene oxide. 
Figure a shows the particle size of GN sheets ~158 µm while the particle size of GO sheets are ~206µm. 





































Figure S4. a) FTIR plots of graphene oxide (GO), GO extracted after washing of 
monoammonium phosphate (MAP-GO samples), b) TGA curves of pure GO, and GO from 
MAP-GO dried at ambient temperatures and in the oven, c) Raman spectra,  d) XRD patterns of 
graphene oxide (GO) extracted from MAP-GO samples (dried under ambient conditions and in 
the oven) and photos of e) monoammonium phosphate-graphene oxide dried in ambient and f) dried 
in the oven at 50°C. 
MAP-GO granules dried in the oven and at ambient conditions were washed with acid and water 
to remove the MAP matrix from the GO sheets before collecting FTIR spectra (Figure a). For 
GO, the characteristic peaks appear for O–H stretching vibrations (3410 cm−1), aromatic C=C 
(1620 cm−1), epoxy and alkoxy/alkoxide C-O (1050 and 1220cm−1), C=O stretching of the 





dried MAP-GO granules decreased the intensity of the oxygen functional group peaks, which 
was more significant in the case of the oven dried MAP-GO granules. The peaks related to the 
alkoxy/alkoxide C-O and O-H stretching were very weak in the case of the oven dried MAP-
GO granules compared to pure GO. The results from the FTIR data and colour changes in the 
appearance of the oven dried MAP-GO granules from light brown to dark brown (e and f) 
confirmed the reduction of GO, which consequently increased the hardness of the oven dried 
MAP-GO granules compared to those dried under ambient conditions due to the increased 
mechanical strength of  reduced GO.11, 12   
         TGA analysis of pure GO and GO from the ambient/oven dried MAP-GO was conducted 
to further investigate the effect of heating on the physical property of MAP-GO. The mass losses 
for all formulations below 100°C can be ascribed to the loss of water adsorbed on the interlayer spaces 
of GO sheets in each sample (Figure 6). Above 100°C, pure GO and GO from ambient/oven dried MAP-
GO showed two degradation steps. The first degradation step initiated at 120°C for pure GO and at 
175°C for GO from ambient/oven dried MAP-GO, due to the loss of hydroxyl and epoxy functional 
groups.13-15 Interestingly, in the first step of the thermal decomposition process GO samples separated 
from ambient/oven dried MAP-GO lost only 45% and 40% of their weight, respectively, compared to 
75% for pure GO. The decomposition step involves the pyrolysis of carboxylic functional group and 
burning of aromatic carbons.12 Almost all samples showed the same amount of weight loss at the 
end of the measurement, but GO from both the ambient and oven dried MAP-GO samples was 
thermally more stable below 600°C compared to pure GO due to the partial removal of oxygen 
functional groups.14 In addition, GO from the oven dried MAP-GO sample was slightly more 
stable below 600°C compared to the ambient dried sample indicating greater reduction of the 
sample. 
         The Raman spectra of GO extracted from the co-granulated products before and after 
drying showed a slight increase in the intensity ratio of the D band to the G band (ID/IG), from 
0.55 to 0.68 due to drying, indicating the formation of more sp2 regions in the dried samples 
(Figure c).16 Furthermore, the XRD pattern of GO extracted after washing of ambient dried 
MAP-GO samples showed a peak at 2θ=9.9° representing the crystallinity of the GO structure 
as discussed previously (Figure d). However, the XRD pattern of the GO from the oven dried 
MAP-GO sample shows that the intensity peak at 2θ=9.9° has decreased and a new broad peak 
has appeared at ~2θ=24°. The presence of this broad peak could be related to the presence of 







Figure S5. Degradation of a) pure monoammonium phosphate (MAP) granules, MAP granules 
treated with 0.05% graphene oxide (MAP-0.05%GO) dried in the ambient and oven, and 0.05% 
of graphene (MAP-0.05%GN) for 30 seconds, b) MAP granules, MAP-0.5%GN dried in the 
ambient and oven after granulation, and MAP-0.5%GN for 30 seconds and c) MAP, 0.5% of 
MAP-0.5%GO dried in the oven after granulation, MAP-0.05%GN and MAP-0.5%GN for 5 
minutes. 
MAP-GO samples dried in the ambient condition and oven were analysed for abrasion and those 
formulation with highest and lowest amount of GO (0.05% and 0.5%) were used for test and 
results were compared with MAP-GN and pure MAP samples. The results depicted in Figure 
S4(a &b) show that the MAP-GO granules dried in ambient with 0.05% GO created more fine 
particles compared to the oven dried MAP-GO and MAP-GN granules with similar amounts of 
the graphene-based materials when abraded for 30 seconds. Surprisingly, MAP-0.05%GO dried 
outside abraded more than pure MAP showing it was ineffective for use in MAP granules. 
However, increasing the amount of GO from 0.05% to 0.5% decreased the amount of dust 
produced during the abrasion test from the outside dried MAP-GO granules from 27.1% to 
12.7%. MAP-GN granules containing either 0.05% or 0.5% of GN created slightly less dust 
compare to the oven dried MAP-GO with the same dosage rates. To study the effect of longer 
shaking time on the abrasion of granules, three formulations which represented higher crushing 
strength and less degradation at 30 seconds were chosen and abraded for 5 minutes. The results 
illustrated in Figure S4c show that 50 % of the MAP was abraded as fine particles during the 
abrasion test for 5 minutes while around 15% of the MAP-0.05%GN and oven dried MAP-
0.5%GO granules were abraded as fines, and less than 10% of MAP-0.5%GN turned to fine 
particles. The results obtained from the abrasion test showed the effectiveness of graphene based 








Table S1. Selected physical and chemical properties of the soil used in this study. The soil was 
collected from the top layer of (0-10 cm), air dried and sieved to < 2mm before use. ( a pH in 
0.01 M CaCl2 (L:S 5l Kg-1), b organic C, pressure calcimeter method ,d CEC measured with 1 M 
ammonium acetate at pH 7.0 , e particle size analysis with the pipette method, f Oxalate-
extractable Mn and Fe concentrations 18 and Total Zn concentration determined by aqua regia 
digestion). 
Soil (location) Monarto 
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ABSTRACT  
Graphene has the potential to act as a high-performance reinforcement for different composites. 
This paper provides a comprehensive study of the influence of graphene (GN) concentration 
(0.05 to 1% w/w) on the crushing strength of two fertilizer granules, monoammonium 
phosphate (MAP) and diammonium phosphate (DAP) with different initial hardness. The effect 
of different physicochemical properties of GN, such as method of preparation, particle size, 
specific surface area (SSA) and surface functionalization on the crushing strength of the 
fertilizer granules was investigated. The results show differences in concentration dependence, 
with the optimum concentration of 0.5% GN for MAP and 0.05% for DAP increasing the 
crushing strength of MAP and DAP granules by 1680 % and 67.3%, respectively, but beyond 
this concentration the crushing strength decreased. Results also showed that the crushing 
strength of granules depend on the method of GN production and their SSA, while GN samples 
with a high degree of reduction and SSA were more effective than others. Furthermore, GN 
samples functionalized with iron nanoparticles (NPs) enhanced the physical properties of co-
granulated fertilizers due to the synergistic effects of iron NPs and two dimensional (2D) GN 
sheets. These results show the advantages of GN in enhancing the physical properties of both 
MAP and DAP granules due to the high mechanical strength of GN sheets and their high SSA. 
However, differences in the degree of reduction of GN, the SSA and the hardness of initial 
fertilizer can influence the crushing strength of the final product.  
INTRODUCTION 
 The ever-increasing World population, in addition to soil degradation and climate 
change are having unfavourable effects on food security as well as food nutritional quality and 
availability.[1, 2] Global demand for food production is anticipated to increase by 53% more 
than current output by 2050 to satisfy the world demand, but the land used for agriculture has 





warming due to the consumption of hydrocarbon fuels and parallel green gas emission are 
driving force in the replacement of those fuels with renewable sources such as biofuels.[4] This 
will complicate the future demand on agriculture due to the providing of feedstock for a 
potentially huge biofuels market while there is a need to enhance the crop production for 
growing population.[5] Therefore, crops yield per unit area needs to be increased by applying 
more fertilizer because of their important role in nutrient delivery and enhancing crop yield. 
[1] The amount of nitrogen, phosphorous and potash fertilizers were required in 2014 were, 
110.9, 41.9 and 31.9 millions of tonnes, respectively. It is expected that this demand enhances 
by 6.5% for nitrogen, 8.7% for phosphorous and 10.5% for potash fertilizers by 2019.[6] 
Therefore, more fertilizer will be needed to transport globally which raise the challenges of 
maintaining their quality. One of the greatest challenges of fertilizer manufactures and farmers 
is dust formation of fertilizers during their handling and transportation, as fertilizer with less 
mechanical strength tend to break and form dust which can pose safety, health, environment 
and economic problems.[7]  
Solid fertilizers are produced to a particle size distribution suitable for farm spreading 
and need to be robust for handling without degrading to produce dust. Fertiliser granules are 
manufactured in most cases by granulation methods or compaction of finer particles and 
granules being more spherical are suitable for handling.[8] Fertilizer granules are also required 
to have sufficient mechanical hardness to withstand normal handling without fracture. 
Hardness can be characterized in three different ways by measuring the granules: (i) crushing 
strength; (ii) resistance to abrasion; and (iii) impact resistance. A good resistance to one type 
of these mechanical actions is a reasonable indication of the overall mechanical strength of the 
granule.[9] Different attempts have been made to control or reduce dust formation of fertilizer 
during their handling or storage such as spraying mineral oils, wax or petroleum residues onto 





containing binding materials such as carbohydrates, polymers, surfactants, molasses, gypsum, 
saccharides, starch, glycerine and even water with fertilizer.[11] Within the time, material such 
as mineral oil tend to volatilize or infuse into the fertilizers and lose their effectiveness, while 
wax and petroleum products were difficult to handle and required specific heating 
equipment.[10] Binding materials also tend to lose their binding property when they dried, 
thereby becoming ineffective as long term dust control agents.[11] Adding hardening agent to 
fertilizer prior to granulation is another method to make final product hard and enhance the 
physical properties of granules.[12]    
Hardening or reinforcement materials play a significant role in determining and 
improving the mechanical performance of different composites. Many researchers have tried 
to improve the mechanical properties of different composite materials, such as polymers, 
cement, fertilizer granules and metal alloys using varying material like silica, clays, glass fibre 
and calcium carbonate particles.[13-17] However, these micron-sized materials require high 
loading to enhance the mechanical properties of the final products, which leads to heavier 
composites, especially in the case of polymers. Furthermore, the lack of interfacial interaction 
between the reinforcements and initial materials is another drawback of traditional 
reinforcements, which results in failure of the final product due to weak interfacial 
adhesion.[13] Recently many studies have focused on newly produced nanomaterials, 
especially carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene (GN) and graphene oxide (GO) sheets, as 
reinforcement materials for different composites.[18-21] Although CNTs are considered 
excellent reinforcement materials due to their unique properties such as high aspect ratio, high 
tensile strength, high conductivity etc., they suffer from agglomeration and insufficient 
dispersion in the matrix due to their surface chemistry. Furthermore, the equipment used to 





Many researchers have focused on GN for use in different areas since the attribution of 
a Nobel Prize to two pioneering scientists in 2010.[22-24] One of the many applications of GN 
includes its use as a reinforcement material due to its outstanding properties. Indeed, GN is the 
toughest material ever measured with a Young’s modulus of 1 TPa and yield strength of 130 
GPa.[24, 25] In addition, two-dimensional (2D) GN sheets are flexible with a very high 
theoretical specific surface area (2630 m2/g), which makes them favourable to be used as a 
replacement for other reinforcement materials.[18, 25, 26] In recent years, several studies have 
proposed the use of GN and its oxidized form graphene oxide (GO) for enhancing the 
mechanical properties of cementitious materials, polymers, fertilizer granules, alloys and 
metalloids, and new composites have been designed for specific applications.[14, 16, 17, 20, 
26-28] Although, the improvement of mechanical properties of different GN-reinforced 
products is due to the high Young’s modulus of GN, high intrinsic strength and high surface 
area, several other parameters can affect the mechanical properties of the final composites. 
Graphene concentration and physicochemical properties in addition to the chemical interaction 
of GN-based materials with the matrix can influence the mechanical properties of composites 
to which the GN is added.[28] 
The effect of GN concentration on the mechanical properties of cementitious materials 
has investigated by Gholampur et al. who showed that there was an optimal GO concentration 
(i.e. 0.1%) to enhance the tensile and compressive strength of GO-cement composites.[14] 
They also showed that increasing the GO content beyond the optimal point led to negative 
effects as observed by the appearance of many micro-cracks, due to restacking and aggregation 
of GO sheets. Similar investigations were also carried out by Shengua et al. where the tensile, 
flexural and compressive strengths measured for cement composites containing various 
amounts of GO.[29] Their results indicated that the tensile and flexural strength increased with 





of studies showed that by increasing the amount of CNT beyond the critical content, the 
mechanical properties of some polymers decreased and sometimes these properties were less 
than the original matrix material.[30-33] Chen et al. studied the properties of 
polycarbonate/CNT nanocomposites prepared by a large-scale extruder at various 
concentrations of CNTs added to the matrix. They observed a 4.5% increase in tensile strength 
for composites containing 1 wt% CNT (compared to control) and above this concentration the 
tensile strength significantly decreased.[31] It was suggested that either the decrease in the 
fluidity of the composite, or the unpredicted shortening of CNTs during extrusion weaken the 
effects of CNTs as a reinforcing agent.   
The mechanical strength of GN sheets is dependent on their method of preparation, 
number of layers, aggregation and defects of GN sheets in addition to degree of reduction 
(deoxygenation degree and restoring graphitic structure). Therefore, the mechanical strength 
of GN sheets can play a major role in the mechanical properties of the final materials which 
GN is added, as defect-free single sheet of GN inherits the highest amount of Young’s modulus 
and strength.[24, 28] For example, GN-polymer composite contained GN sheets prepared by 
reduction of GO had medium quality compared to those composites contained pristine GN.[28] 
Several studies have revealed the importance of surface functionalization of GN/GO sheets on 
improving the mechanical properties of final composites as the chemical interaction of the 
reinforcement and initial materials are enhanced, especially in the case of polymers.[26, 28] 
Ye et al. prepared two sets of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composites with GN and aryl diazonuim 
functionalized GN. Their results showed better mechanical performance of final polymer 
composite with functionalized GN compared to GN due to the chemical interaction of 
reinforcement and PVA.[34] Amino-functionalized GN sheets have also significantly 
improved the mechanical properties of epoxy resins due to strong covalent bonding of amino 





and Young's modulus of 30% and 40%, respectively, for epoxy resin by adding 4-
aminobenzoyl-functionalized GN platelets.[37]  
Inspired by the unique properties of GN and its capability to significantly improve the 
mechanical properties of many other composite materials, our previous study demonstrated 
that both GO and GN were able to enhance the physical properties of granular phosphate 
fertilizers.[17] In this present study, a systematic investigation is presented, with the aim to 
better understand the fundamental aspects of the influence of GN additives on improving the 
mechanical properties of fertilizers. Two types of phosphorus-based fertilizer granules with 
different initial hardness were used to find the critical GN concentration in which the crushing 
strength of granules decreased. MAP-GN and DAP-GN composites were prepared using 
different rates of GN (i.e. 0-1% by weight of fertilizer) and their physical, structural, chemical, 
and mechanical properties were comprehensively characterized. The effect of physicochemical 
properties of GN sheets made using different methods on the crushing strength of MAP and 
DAP granules were also investigated. Moreover, GN decorated with iron nanoparticles (NPs) 
was used as another hardening agent to investigate the influence and chemical interaction of 
iron NPs on the crushing strength of granules.  
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Synthesis of graphene oxide (GO) and hydrothermally reduced graphene oxide (GN HT).  
GO sheets were synthesised by the improved Hummer’s method from graphite powders.[38]  
A modified hydrothermal method for the reduction of GO was  used to prepare the GN sheets 
similar to our previous work.[39] Briefly, a GO dispersion (1 mg mL-1, 250 ml) was transferred 
to a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 180°C for 3 h. The autoclave was then cooled to room 
temperature and the formed GN hydrogel was ultrasonicated in a H2O/acetone (ratio 3:1) 
mixture.  
Synthesis of chemically reduced graphene oxide (GNNH and GNVC). Chemically reduced 
graphene oxide samples were prepared using hydrazine (N2H4) or L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) 





by hydrazine monohydrate (1 µL for every 3 mg of GO) was prepared under continuous stirring 
conditions at 80°C for 3 h. Graphene obtained using vitamin C (VC) as the reducing agent was 
made by adding 0.2 mM VC to 500 ml of GO dispersion with concentration of 2 mg mL-1. The 
mixture then stirred at 95 ⁰ C for 3 h. Reduced GO was then collected by centrifuging of the 
black solution. Both GN samples reduced with chemicals were washed 3 times to remove any 
impurity from N2H4 or VC. GN made by both methods was dried in the freeze-dryer for further 
characterization.  
Synthesis of graphene-ɑFeOOH (GNFeOOH). Graphene with ɑFeOOH nanoparticles was 
prepared by slightly modifying our previous work.[42] In a typical procedure, 200 mg of GO 
was dispersed in 100 mL of milli-Q water. Then, 2.5g of FeSO4.7H2O added and the mixture 
kept at 80°C for 8h. The prepared GNFeOOH was collected with filter paper and washed to 
remove unreacted FeSO4.7H2O, and some was GNFeOOH freeze-dried for further 
characterization. As prepared GNFeOOH ultrasonicated in a H2O/acetone (ratio 3:1) mixture was 
mixed with MAP and DAP with different weight percentages and granulated.  
Synthesis of αFeOOH nanoparticles nanoparticle: αFeOOH nanoparticles were synthesised 
based on following procedure.[43] Briefly, 1.5 mmol of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O was dissolved in 20 
mL of deionized water. Then, a concentrated NaOH solution was added dropwise to Fe(NO3)3 
solution to adjust the pH of solution at 10. The aqueous solution was then transferred into a 
100 mL Teflonlined autoclave, followed by the hydrothermal reaction at 100 ⁰ C for 3 h. The 
precipitate at the bottom of Teflonlined autoclave were washed several times with deionized 
water and then particles were dried for further use and X-ray diffraction analysis (Figure S1, 
Supporting Information).  
Preparation of monoammonium phosphate with GN (MAP-GN) and diammonium 
phosphate GN (DAP-GN) fertilizer granules. MAP-GN and DAP-GN granules were 
prepared as described in our previous work.[17] Briefly, MAP and DAP fertilizer granules 
without de-dust coating (received from Mosaic) were ground and sieved to obtain a powder 
with particle sizes less than 250 µm. GNHT paste with ~20% water was mixed with the MAP 
or DAP powder at rates of 0.05%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 1% by weight. The mixtures were 
homogenized, dried at 45°C and sieved through a 250 µm sieve before granulation. A small 
amount of ultrapure deionised water was sprayed onto 3 g of (MAP-GN or DAP-GN) mixed 





15 rpm. The fertilizer powder was granulated in the rotating pan to form particles of approx. 
2-4 mm in size. 
GNNH, GNVC, GNFeOOH and ɑFeOOH nanoparticles were mixed with MAP and DAP powder 
using the same rates of addition and preparation process. 
Granule crushing strength. To measure the crushing strength of MAP-GN and DAP-GN 
fertilizers with different ratios of GN, 25 granules within the size fraction -2.80 and +2.36 mm 
were chosen according to IFDC S-107.[44] The mechanical or crushing strength of individual 
granules were measured using a commercial table-top Wykeham Farrance ring penetrometer 
(England), where each granule was placed on a mounted flat surface and pressure applied by a 
flat-end rod attached to the compression tester. The pressure required to fracture the granule 
was measured by a gauge mounted in the compression tester. The load at which 25 granules of 
each formulation fractured was averaged and compared with the mechanical properties of MAP 
or DAP granules.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Physical and chemical characterization of MAP-GN and DAP-GN prepared with 
different wt% of graphene 
The morphology of the prepared DAP-GN and MAP-GN granules with hydrothermally 
reduced (GNHT) contents of 0%, 0.05%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 1% are presented in Figure 1a-j. All 
granulated samples showed a round shape with different degrees of roughness. The topography 
of DAP samples did not change by increasing the amount of GNHT up to 0.2% compared to the 
control (DAP with no GNHT additives) (Figure 1a-c). However, by increasing the amount of 
GNHT to 0.5% and 1% many voids were detected and DAP/GN aggregates were loosely 
connected together (Fig. 1d and e). For MAP granules, a very different trend was observed, the 
surface of the granule with 0.05% GNHT was smoother than the granule with 0.2% GNHT; and 
by enhancing the content of GNHT to 0.5% granules showed reduced surface roughness. The 
EDX analysis results of the DAP-GN and MAP-GN samples (Figures 1k-n) show the changes 





rates. Plain DAP and MAP did not contain C and the amount of C due to the presence of GNHT 
was increased by enhancing the content of GNHT in the samples. The amount of C was not 
detectable in both DAP- and MAP-0.05% GNHT due to the low GNHT addition rate. 
 
Figure 1. SEM images of a) Diammonium phosphate (DAP) (control), DAP with b-e ) 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 
1% GNHT, and  f) Mono ammonium phosphate granules (MAP) (control), MAP with g-j) 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 
and  1% GNHT, (all scale bars represent 2 mm) and EDX analysis of  k) and m) the DAP-GN, and i) and 
n) the MAP-GN samples with different concentration of GNHT (arrows representing C peaks in all EDX 
graphs).  
The presence of GNHT in both DAP-GN and MAP-GN samples was confirmed by 
thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis (Figures 2a and b). Thermal decomposition, related to the 
loss of ammonia and water for both DAP and MAP, took place in several stages and involved 
a polycondensation process, which led to the formation of different polymers.[45-47] 
Ammonia release took place above 100 °C due to thermal dissociation of DAP/MAP. Water 
liberation occurred around 170 °C, while the maximum quantity of water liberation was in the 
range of 220-350 °C.[45] DAP showed higher weight loss  before 200 °C due to the presence 





intensive weight lost at around 600 °C due to decomposition of polycondensation products.[45] 
Hydrothermally reduced GN showed around 60% weight loss at ~350 °C due to the presence 
of some oxygen functional groups and the release of CO and CO2 gases.[48] Another weight 
loss for GNHT  was observed between 550 and 700 °C which corresponds to the breakdown of 
carbon skeletons by combustion and decomposition.[49] All GNHT-amended samples followed 
a similar trend as the controls (DAP and MAP). However, amended samples showed higher 
weight loss compared to control samples starting from 550 °C depending on the percentage of 
added GNHT, and the highest overall weight loss occurred for GNHT. For both DAP and MAP 
samples containing GNHT, samples containing 1% GNHT had a higher weight loss compared to 
other formulations.  
 
Figure 2. Thermal decomposition of a) diammonium phosphate (DAP), hydrothermally reduced graphene (GNHT) 
and DAP amended with 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 1% GNHT and b) monoammonium phosphate (MAP), GNHT and MAP 
amended with 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 1% of GNHT. 
The XRD patterns of GNHT showed typical diffraction peaks at 2θ = 25.1° and the 
patterns of DAP and MAP were well matched with the XRD peaks of their commercial 
products (Figure S2, Supporting Information).[17, 50, 51] However, no diffraction peaks 
corresponding to GNHT were observed in the XRD patterns of the amended products due 
to the low diffraction intensity of GNHT. The results show that the presence of GN did 





Effect of graphene concentration on crushing strength of MAP and DAP 
The results of the crushing strength tests of MAP-GN and DAP-GN composites with 
different GNHT contents are summarized in Figures 3a and b, respectively. Without GNHT 
inclusion, DAP had a much higher crushing strength than MAP.  The inclusion of GNHT in 
MAP results in an increase in the crushing strength of amended granules, which is in agreement 
with our previous study.[17] The increase in crushing strength was not consistently related to 
the dosage of added GNHT. Lower strength of MAP-GNHT 0.2% granules was attributed to 
loose attachment of MAP-GNHT aggregates bound together and their rough topography 
similar to our previous findings.[17] Inclusion of 0.05% GNHT improved the crushing 
strength of DAP granules compared to control granules (DAP without GNHT). However, further 
increasing the inclusion of GNHT to 0.2 and 0.5% resulted in a decrease in the crushing strength 
of DAP. The crushing strength of DAP-1% GNHT decreased sharply compared to other 
formulations and was even less than control samples (DAP without GNHT). 
 
Figure 3. a) Graph showing crushing strength (Newton (N)) to crush, a) granules of mono ammonium 
phosphate (MAP) (control) and MAP with different concentration (0.05 to 1%) of GNHT and b) granules 
of diammonium phosphate (DAP) (control) and DAP with different concentration (0.05 to 1%) of GNHT. 
 
  Different levels of improvement in the crushing strength of MAP and DAP with 
inclusion of GNHT could be related to their chemical, physical and crystalline structures. DAP 





strongly due to their higher solubility in water (~70 g.100 mL-1) compared to MAP particles 
with their tetragonal crystalline structure and lower solubility in water (~40 g.100 mL-1), thus 
the control DAP is very strong and has an interconnected structure, which needs a higher force 
to be crushed.[50, 52] Hence, addition of GNHT sheets does not increase the relative crushing 
strength of amended DAP samples as much as MAP. Similar results has been reported in 
GN/polymer composites, where the stiffness and strength of the matrix with lower tensile 
modulus (such as elastomers) showed a higher percentage increase by inclusion of GN, while 
it was difficult to observe the same increased values for these parameters in a rigid matrix.[28] 
Interestingly, the modulus of GN is higher when the matrix is rigid and a small amount of 
reinforcement can enhance the crushing strength of the matrix as was observed for the DAP 
granules.[28] 
The mechanism of graphene dosage on mechanical properties of fertilizers  
The overall improvement in the crushing strength of MAP/DAP amended with 
GNHT is attributed to the unique physicochemical properties of graphene-based 
materials including their high mechanical strength, high SSA and the pore-filling ability 
related to its wrinkled and 2D (planar) structure. However, several studies observed the 
dependence of concentration and optimal dosage on the mechanical properties of the 
final composite amended with GN-based materials, similar to our results.[14, 29] 
Gholampour et al. reported a decrease in the tensile strength of GO-cement composites when 
the concentration of added GO increased in the cement beyond a certain level.[14] Similarly, 
the mechanical properties of CNT-polymer composites decreased by increasing CNT content 
beyond the critical content of 3%. The aggregation of GN/CNT in the matrix or their poor 
dispersion was reported as the reason for the reduction in mechanical properties of both the 
cement and polymer composites.[19, 31] Therefore, the decrease in crushing strength of 





property’ of GN sheets as the method of granule preparation is totally different for GN-
cement/polymer composites.  
As indicated in the schematic below (Figure 4), the formation of granules 
requires wetting the powdered particles and subsequent solid bridges between them 
during the granulation process. Water droplets slightly dissolve MAP or DAP powders 
leading to their bonding (liquid bridge) due to the adhesion and cohesion forces in the 
immobile liquid film between the individual primary particles. Subsequently, solid 
bridges form between the particles after solvent evaporation and more aggregated solid 
particles bind together due to the attractive force between the solid particles.[53] In 
MAP and DAP powders containing GNHT higher than the optimum value (Figures 4e, 
f, g and h), the liquid and subsequent solid bridges cannot form as much as those samples 
containing GNHT at the optimum concentration ( Figures 4 a-d). This is likely due to 
partial or complete wrapping of MAP/DAP particles with GNHT sheets, which act as 
barrier preventing the formation of liquid bridges. Furthermore, due to the hydrophobic 
nature of GNHT sheets, they repel water and these MAP/DAP micro particles with GNHT 
sheets on their surfaces are less likely to create liquid bridges and agglomerate to each 






Figure 4. Schematic of co-granulation of DAP/MAP using lower (than optimum) concentration of GN a) 
spraying water droplets on DAP/MAP b) formation of liquid bridge between DAP/MAP micro particles, 
c) agglomeration of DAP/MAP micro-particles due to the formation of solid bridge between DAP/MAP 
micro particles after evaporation of liquid, d) formation of final granules with compacted DAP/MAP 
aggregates while GN sheets acting as a pore filling materials, using high (than optimum) concentration 
of GN e) spraying water droplets on DAP/MAP, f) formation of less liquid bridges between DAP/MAP 
micro-particles due to the presence of high concentration of GN sheets with hydrophobic properties, g) 
DAP/MAP micro particles aggregated loosely to each other due to the formation of less solid bridges as 
GN sheets act barriers and h) formation of final granules with loosely bonded DAP/MAP aggregates 
compared with granules having lower amounts of GN.   
 
As mentioned earlier, the re-stacking of GNHT sheets leading to their poor 
dispersion in the DAP/MAP powder matrix due to high concentrations of GNHT, could 
be another reason for lowering the crushing strength of MAP-1%GNHT or DAP-
1%GNHT.The aggregation of GN is commonly noted as the key limitation for 
improvement in mechanical performance of composites amended with high 
concentrations of GN.[14, 54, 55] Poor dispersion and aggregation were found to give 
lower load transfer to the reinforcement materials, which resulted in low mechanical 
properties in polymer composites.[19, 21] Both suggested mechanisms were further 
confirmed with high magnification SEM images (Figures 5a-d) of the surface of MAP-
1%GN or DAP-1%GN granules. As indicated in Figure 5a and b, while some GNHT 
sheets wrapped the surface of MAP microparticles, GNHT aggregates were also 
presented in other areas on the particles (Area A, Figure 5a). EDX analysis of Area A 
(Figure 5a) showed high concentration of GN (31 wt %) indicating the presence of 
aggregated GNHT sheets (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Individual MAP 
microparticles were also covered with GNHT sheets and preserved their crystalline shape 
very well after granulation in MAP-1% GNHT, which indicates that their structure was 
less affected by water molecules during granulation due to the presence of high amounts 
of GN sheets compared to MAP-0.5%GN (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Single 
or aggregated GN sheets were not detected by high magnification SEM images of DAP-





could be related to the presence of re-stacked GNHT sheets (Figure 6c and d). These 
structures were not seen in the high magnification SEM images of DAP-GNHT granules 
containing less than 1% GN (Figure S5, Supporting Information). 
 Raman spectra of both DAP/MAP-GN samples containing less than 0.5% GNHT 
were the same as their controls, while in samples containing more than 0.5% GNHT, two 
characteristic peaks of GN were distinct (Figure S6, Supporting Information). These two 
peaks in DAP/MAP-1% GNHT were very sharp and smooth compared to DAP/MAP-
0.5% GNHT showing partial or complete coverage of the DAP/MAP macro particle with 
GN sheets and aggregation of GN sheets. These results confirmed our two 
aforementioned hypotheses for decreasing crushing strength of samples amended with 
highest content of GNHT. The aggregation and wrapping property of GNHT sheets were 
also confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping, as illustrated 
in Figure 5F. For the main elements of P, O and N, the maps clearly indicates that these 
elements are homogenously distributed on the MAP granules while elemental carbon’s 
distribution was less than other elements and some aggregates were observed as 
indicated in Figure 5e.  
  
Figure 5. Low magnification SEM images a) and b) of MAP-1%GN granules showing high content of 
GNHT covered particle surface, c) and d) DAP-1%GN, and e) elemental map of Nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), 





Crushing strength of co-granulated MAP and DAP with GN made by different 
methods 
Chemically reduced GN with hydrazine was co-granulated with MAP/DAP to 
see how different physicochemical properties of GN, due to its method of preparation, 
can affect the crushing strength of MAP/DAP-GN granules. Although reduced GN with 
hydrazine restores the graphitic structure and relevant properties of pristine GN, the use 
of such highly toxic reagents in a large-scale is not desirable. Different studies showed 
that vitamin C is not only a non-hazardous reagent, but that it also has reducing 
characteristics and can compete with the widely used hydrazine in deoxygenating 
GO.[41] Therefore, two concentrations of (0.05% and 0.05%) GN reduced with 
hydrazine (GNNH) and vitamin C (GNVC) were co-granulated with MAP and DAP to 
compare their effectiveness on the crushing strength of fertilizers and to observe whether 
GNNH could be replaced with GNVC in a large-scale production for application in the 
fertilizer industry. Furthermore, the crushing strength of MAP/DAP amended with 0.05 
and 0.5% of GN with iron NPs (GNFeOOH) was measured to demonstrate the synergistic 
effect of iron NPs and GN sheets and their chemical interaction with MAP/DAP 
particles on the crushing strength of granules. The combined addition of iron NPs and 
GN sheets is expected to further enhance the crushing strength of MAP/DAP by reacting 
iron NPs and phosphate. SEM images of both MAP and DAP granules co-granulated 
with 0.5% of GNHT, GNNH, GNVC or GNFeOOH are represented in Figure 6(a-h). The 
morphology of MAP and DAP granulated with different types of GN (chemically 
reduced, hydrothermally reduced, chemically reduced containing iron NPs) looked the 
same with no difference in their topography which indicated that by applying different 






Figure 6. High magnification SEM images of MAP amended with 0.5% of a)GNHT, b)GNNH, c)GNVC 
and GNFeOOH and DAP amended with 0.5% of a)GNHT, b)GNNH, c)GNVC and GNFeOOH , (all scale bars 
represent 2 mm). 
The results of the crushing strength tests of MAP and DAP granules amended 
with two weight percentages of GNHT, GNNH, GNVC and GNFeOOH are summarized in 
Figures 7a and b. The inclusion of low (0.05%) and high (0.5%) concentration of GN 
made by all methods increased the crushing strength of MAP granules compared to the 
control. However, MAP granules amended with chemically reduced GN (GNVC and 
GNNH) had higher crushing strengths compared to those amended with GNHT for both 
dosages of 0.05 and 0.5%. MAP granules containing GNFeOOH as a hardening agent had 
better crushing strength compared to those treated with GNHT at the 0.5% rate, despite 
having 40% less GN compared to other formulations. The crushing strength of MAP 
granules amended with high (0.5%) dosage of either GNNH, GNVC or GNFeOOH was up 
to 1.5 times higher than those with low dosage (0.05 %), while this difference was 
negligible for MAP amended with 0.05 and 0.5% GNHT. Interestingly, all of the 
chemically reduced GN additives increased the crushing strength of MAP either equally 





showed an enhancement in crushing strength, namely GNNH and GNHT and their greater 
hardness response was found with the lower GN dosage compared to the high dosage.  
 
Figure 7. Crushing strength (Newton (N)) for a) granules of mono ammonium phosphate (MAP) and MAP 
amended with different forms of GN at concentrations of 0.05 and 0.5% and b) granules of diammonium 
phosphate (DAP) and DAP amended with different forms of GN at two concentrations of 0.05 and 0.5%. 
Table 1. Comparison of the effects of GN made with different methods when used as additives to enhance 
the crushing strength of MAP and DAP fertilizer granules.  
Fertilizer type Type of GN used Additive percentage Percent increase in 
crushing strength 
MAP GNHT 0.05% 1451% (±201) 
MAP GNHT 0.5% 1679% (±735) 
MAP GNVC 0.05% 2470%(±170) 
MAP GNVC 0.5% 4185%(±301) 
MAP GNNH 0.05% 2547%(±158) 
MAP GNNH 0.5% 4141%(±192) 
MAP GN decorated with 
αFeOOH NPs 
0.05% (total GN + 
αFeOOH) 
1910%(±258) 
MAP GN decorated with 
αFeOOH NPs 
0.5% (total GN + 
αFeOOH) 
3406%(±384) 
DAP GNHT 0.05% 67%(±17) 
DAP GNHT 0.5% -a 
DAP GNVC 0.05% 102%(±5) 
DAP GNVC 0.5% 26%(±8) 
DAP GNNH 0.05% 82%(±12) 
DAP GNNH 0.5% -a 
DAP GN decorated with 
αFeOOH NPs 
0.05% (total GN + 
αFeOOH) 
82%(±13) 
DAP GN decorated with 
αFeOOH NPs 
0.5% (total GN + 
αFeOOH) 
21%(±4) 
        a refers to less than 1% 
The physicochemical properties of GN which is related to its preparation method, and 





composites amended with GN.[28] Therefore, to investigate whether the difference in crushing 
strength of MAP and DAP is related to the properties of GN reduced with different methods 
(or chemicals), TGA and Raman analysis were conducted on the GN additives. TGA results 
(Fig. 8a) for all samples showed a mass loss between 200 to 400 °C, which was attributed to 
the decomposition of some residual oxygen-containing groups that were not fully removed 
during the reduction process of GO.[56] However, GNHT showed higher weight loss in this 
temperature range, which is attributed to more oxygen functional groups remaining in its 
structure. GNNH and GNVC had similar TGA trends showing the same degree of reduction and 
less weight loss in the range of 200-400 °C, indicating fewer oxygen functional groups and 
greater reduction compared to GNHT. The thermal stability of GN decorated with αFeOOH 
nanoparticles was greater than the other GN reduction methods, which could be attributed to 
the restoration of  the carbon network during the reaction with iron nanoparticles.[57] 
Furthermore, due to the presence of 40 % iron NPs, its weight loss was less than other forms 
of GN.  
The Raman spectroscopy results of all forms of GN represented a typical spectrum for 
GN-based materials with two distinct peaks, the in-phase vibration of the graphite lattice (G-
band) and the disorder band caused by the graphite edges (D-band) (Fig. 8b). The G-band arises 
from in-plane vibrations of sp2-carbon atoms while the D-band arises from the defective carbon 
structure and the intensity ratio of the G-band to the D-band (i.e., IG/ID) reflects the relative 
amount of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms on the surface GN. Therefore, changes in the relative 
amount of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms in the sample can be estimated by determining the IG/ID 
ratio. The IG/ID ratio followed GNNH > GNVC > GNFeOOH > GNHT order which shows less 
reduction of GNHT compared to other forms of GN. Therefore, the improvement in the crushing 
strength of granules amended with GNNH and GNVC compared to GNHT could be related to 






Figure 8. a) Thermal decomposition of hydrothermally reduced graphene (GNHT), graphene reduced by hydrazine 
(GNNH), GN reduced by vitamin C (GNVC) and GN decorated with αFeOOH nanoparticles (GNFeOOH), and b) 
Raman spectra of GNHT, GNNH, GNVC and GNFeOOH. 
In addition to the physicochemical properties of GN, the differences in the crushing 
strength of MAP granules produced with different types of GN (GNHT, GNNH and GNVC) could 
also be related to their SSA. Specific surface area measured for GN made by the different 
methods was 672, 777 and 935 g m-2 for GNHT, GNNH and GNVC, respectively.  Both GNNH and 
GNVC had a higher SSA than GNHT resulting in an enhancement of the crushing strength of the 
final composites. Although, the initial geometry of the GO sheets used to synthesise all GN 
materials was identical, the particle size analysis results showed GNHT was almost three times 
larger than GNNH and GNVC, due to the aggregation of GN sheets during the reduction process, 
which was performed under high temperature and pressure (Figure S7, Supporting 
Information). Therefore, it is expected that GNHT samples with larger size and aggregated 
sheets show lower SSA compared to GNNH and GNVC. Similar results have been reported by 
others where the capability of GN to enhance the mechanical properties of different alloys and 
polymers is correlated to its high specific surface area, therefore, it is expected that GN with 
higher specific area will enhance the crushing strength of both MAP and DAP granules.[19, 





 In the case of GNFeOOH, the enhanced crushing strength of granules could be related 
the effect of both GN sheets and ɑFeOOH nanoparticles. To confirm the effect of ɑFeOOH 
nanoparticles on crushing strength of granules, αFeOOH nanoparticles synthesised and 
congratulated with MAP and their crushing strength were measured. The crushing strength of 
MAP amended 0.2% of nanoparticles (the percentage of nanoparticles was 0.2 and GN 0.3% 
in MAP amended with 0.5% GNFeOOH) was 8.6 (±1.3) Newton, 14 times higher than crushing 
strength of MAP (control) pointing the effect of αFeOOH nanoparticles on enhancement of 
crushing strength of MAP granules.  Although the percentage of GN added to MAP/DAP was 
lower than other formulations, the crushing strength of the final composite enhanced due to the 
presence of nanoparticles and /or chemical binding of αFeOOH nanoparticles with PO4-2 
present in the MAP/DAP structure. For example, it has been shown that GN aerogels decorated 
with αFeOOH nanoparticles have high affinity for adsorption and removal of phosphorous (P) 
from water, indicating a strong affinity of Fe ions to P.[42]  
CONCLUSIONS  
The optimal percentage of inclusion of GN in the fertilizers was 0.5% for MAP and 0.05% for 
DAP leading to a 1680% and 67.3% enhancement in the crushing strength, respectively. 
Crushing strength tests also revealed that the enhancement of crushing strength depends on the 
strength of the initial fertilizer. Granules of MAP, with a softer structure, were improved more 
by the GN addition compared to DAP granules, which have an inherently harder structure. We 
have also discovered that there is a critical GN concentration for strength improvement, above 
which crushing strength decreases due to the (water) barrier properties and aggregation of GN 
sheets.  
Results also showed that the crushing strength of granules depend on the method of GN 





recovering graphitic structure and higher SSA. Also, our results revealed that GN with Fe 
nanoparticles can enhance the crushing strength of fertilizer granules due to the chemical 
interaction of iron nanoparticles and synergic effects of NP and micron-size GN sheets despite 
the low SSA of GNFeOOH compared to other types of GN.  These results show the advantages 
of GN in enhancing the physical properties of both MAP and DAP granules due to the high 
mechanical strength of GN sheets and their high SSA.  
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Revealing the dependence of crushing strength of co-granulated fertilizer with graphene 
on physio chemical properties and concentration of graphene 
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Materials. Natural graphite flakes (Uley, Eyre Peninsula, South Australia, Australia) was 
supplied from a local mining site. Monoammonuim phosphate (MAP) and di ammonium 
phosphate (DAP) were provided by The Mosaic Company LLC (Minnesota, USA). Potassium 
permanganate (KMnO4, Sigma-Aldrich), 98% sulfuric acid (H2SO4, Chem-Supply), 
phosphoric acid (H3PO4, Chem-Supply), 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Chem-Supply),  35% 
hydrochloric acid (HCl, Chem-Supply), 65% hydrazine (N2H4, Sigma-Aldrich), L-ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C, Sigma-Aldrich) and ferric nitrate (Fe(NO3)3.9H2O , Sigma-Aldrich) were used 
directly without further processing. High-purity milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25 °C, pH of 
5.6) was used throughout the study, unless otherwise stated.  
Characterization. The MAP-GN and DAP-GN fertilizers were analysed by scanning 
electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Quanta 450, FEI, USA) combined with an integrated energy-
dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDAX) Aztec system for morphological and elemental 
composition analysis. Mineralogical characterization of the final product was investigated 
using X-ray diffraction (600 Miniflex, Rigaco, Japan). The vibrational characteristics of GN, 
GO, MAP, DAP, MAP-GN and DAP-GN were analysed by Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM 
HR Evolution, Horiba Jvon Yvon Technology, Japan) using a 532 nm laser. Thermal 
decomposition of GN (made with different methods), MAP-GN (with different dosage of GN), 
DAP-GN (with different dosage of GN) were performed using a thermal gravimetric analyser 
(TGA, Q500, TA Instruments, USA) under air atmosphere where the samples were heated to 





measured using methylene blue similar to our previous work.1 The size distribution of both GN 




Figure S1. The XRD pattern of as synthesised ɑFeOOH nanoparticles (NPs) and dot points represented 




Figure S2. XRD patterns of a) diammonium phosphate (DAP), hydrothermally reduced graphene 
(GNHT) and DAP amended with 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 1% of GN and b) monoammonium phosphate (MAP), 






Figure S3. EDX analysis of high GNHT area in MAP-1%GN granules (Area A of Figure 5a)  
 
Figure S4. SEM images of MAP with a) 1%GN showing MAP microparticles preserved their tetragonal 





of high amount of GN aggregates between MAP microparticles, and d, e and f) 1% GN showing 
coverage of MAP microparticles with GN Sheets. 
 
Figure S5. High and low magnification SEM images of DAP amended with a and d) 0.2%GN, b and 
e) 0.5%GN and, c and f) 1%GN. 
 
Figure S6. Raman spectra of a) MAP, GN and MAP amended with different percentage of GN (0.05%-







Figure S7. Particle size of hydrothermally reduced GN (GNHT), GN reduced by hydrazine (GNNH), GN 
reduced by vitamin C (GNVC) and GN decorated with αFeOOH NPs (GNFeOOH). 
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The chapter overviews the contribution of the whole thesis to apply graphene (GN) and its 
derivatives to address specific problems in  the agriculture and improve  the performance of 
fertilizers and provide solution to the constantly rising world environmental, and economic 
concerns due to the application of conventional fertilizers. This thesis is devoted to develop 
new concepts for delivery of plant nutrients using graphene oxide (GO) for the first time. Based 
on the recent progress in this field, a series of new objectives were set with a purpose to enforce 
the application of GO as a platform for carrying plant’s nutrient to slow down the nutrient 
release in the soil and enhance plant nutrient uptake. Furthermore, this thesis introduced GN-
based materials as a hardening agents to enhance the mechanical properties of existed 
fertilizers. Based on the research results and outcomes from this thesis, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
Chapter 2: The fundamental properties of GN-based materials and their applications in 
agriculture that are published in recent years were comprehensively reviewed to identify key 
drivers, and the most promising developments and limitations in this emerging field. Some key 
conclusions from this review are highlighted.  
• The main properties of GN-based materials relevant to their applications in different 
sections of agriculture ranging from nutrients and pesticides delivery, gene delivery, 
biosensors, protective coatings and hardening materials have been comprehensively 
reviewed in order to assess their possibilities and limitations to be translated for real 
applications in agriculture. The current application of GN-based materials in agriculture 
are still in the research and development stage but there are strong possibilities to be 
commercialized in particular for fertilizer (micro- and macro-nutrient) delivery for 





fertilizer physical properties as well as a barrier coating to slow nutrient release from 
existed fertilizers. 
• The mass production of GN-based materials, their supply to market at large quantities 
and related problems has also been reviewed and presented. 
• This chapter also introduced some new possible applications of GN-based materials in 
different areas of agriculture science which have not yet been explored, but there are 
high demands for these applications.   
Chapter 3: A new concept using GN-based materials for nutrients delivery is introduced for 
the first time showing their enormous potential in this field.  Specifically, a new carrier platform 
based on GO sheets was developed that can provide a high loading capacity of plant 
micronutrients with a slow and sustained release property. Some specific findings are 
highlighted below: 
• Two micronutrients of zinc (Zn) and copper (Cu) were successfully loaded on GO 
sheets and hence formulated the GO-based micronutrient fertilizer for the first time. 
The micronutrient fertilizers (Zn-GO and Cu-GO) prepared in the form of solid pellets 
had a high nutrient loading capacity ( more than 10%) related to the high surface area 
of GO and high density of oxygen binding sites on the surface and edge of GO.  
• The GO-based carriers have shown a biphasic nutrient release characteristics with an 
ability to supply micronutrients in both fast-release (ca 40% for 5 h) and slow sustained 
release. This release pattern was highly desirable and advantageous for the crops where 
seedling establishment needs high nutrient loadings, and at later stages of crops’ growth 
a slower and sustained release of micronutrients is needed. 
•  The significant loading capacity of Zn and Cu on GO and desirable release 





nutrients (macro, micro and their combinations), and therefore could be used as generic 
carriers for creating a new generation of advanced slow release fertilizers.  
Chapter 4: The application of graphene-based Zn fertilizers (Zn-GO) versus commercial Zinc 
sulphate (ZnSO4) fertilizer in plant yield and nutrient uptake was investigated by using different 
forms of both fertilizers (granular versus suspension). Different methods of fertilizer 
application (banded versus mixing) was also examined in this study. Some specific 
performances are highlighted below: 
• Suspension form of either Zn-GO or ZnSO4 was better source of Zn compared to their 
granular form. 
• Zn-GO fertilizer increased the plant yield in wheat more than the commercial 
formulation based on ZnSO4 in both granular and suspension forms and methods of 
applications (banded and mixed) while Zn-GO suspension was more effective than 
granular Zn-GO. 
•  Compared to mixing through the soil, banding of ZnSO4 significantly constrained the 
plant’s growth, but Zn-GO suspensions were not affected by banding to the same extent. 
•  Diffusion and solubility of fertilizer Zn in soils away from the point of fertilizer 
application was restricted for ZnSO4 compared to Zn-GO (granular or suspension) due 
to the formation of insoluble Zn precipitates around ZnSO4 granules in soil.  
• Graphene oxide-based fertilizers were a greater nutrient source for increasing nutrient 
content in Zn-deficient calcareous soils, likely because of the reduced fixation in soil 
due to their slow-release properties arising from specific physicochemical properties of 






• The greater performance of GO-based fertilizers on enhancing plant mass and nutrient 
uptake make theses fertilizers a favourable candidate to be used as Zn nutrient in Zn 
deficient soil. 
Chapter 5: The beneficial effects of GN and GO additives on enhancement of physical 
properties of monoammonium phosphate (MAP) fertiliser granules such as crushing strength, 
abrasion and impact resistance were demonstrated. Some specific discoveries are highlighted 
below: 
• Co-granulation of 0.5% w/w GN sheets with MAP significantly enhanced the crushing 
strength of MAP granules (~18 times improvement) while inclusion of same amounts 
of GO sheets improved the strength to a lesser extent (~8 times improvement). The co-
granulation of GN also improved MAP granules resistance to abrasion (>70 %) and 
impact resistance (>75 %).  
• Heating MAP-GO granules at 50°C after granulation was shown to enhance their 
physical properties in comparison to MAP-GO granules dried under ambient 
temperatures.  
• Granules of MAP-GN/GO also showed less or no caking when exposed to pressure 
and humidity.  
• Soil experiments with MAP-GN or MAP-GO granules showed a slightly slower 
release of phosphorous in soil compared to unamended MAP granules that provides an 
additional benefit for these hardening materials. 
• The advantages of GN and GO sheets compared to current additives as enhancer of the 
physical properties of MAP granules were explained by their high specific area, 
superior nanofiller-matrix and adhesion/interlocking ability arising from their unique 





• These results confirmed the potential application of GN/GO additives to enhance the 
physical properties of MAP granules that could be translated to other fertilizers and 
applied in the industry.  
Chapter 6: A comprehensive study of the influence of GN concentration (0.05 to 1% w/w) on 
the crushing strength of two fertilizer granules, monoammonium phosphate (MAP) and 
diammonium phosphate (DAP) with different initial hardness were investigated. Furthermore, 
the effect of GN method of preparation, particle size, specific surface area (SSA) and surface 
functionalization on the crushing strength of the fertilizer granules was explored. Some specific 
findings are summarized below: 
• The enhancement in the crushing strength of MAP and DAP fertilizers was dependent 
on the concentration of added GN, with the optimum concentration of 0.5% GN for 
MAP and 0.05% for DAP which increased the crushing strength of MAP and DAP 
granules by 1680 % and 67.3%, respectively, and beyond this concentration the 
crushing strength of MAP and DAP decreased.  
• The enhancement in the crushing strength of amended granules with GN was also 
related to the initial hardness of the granules.  
• This study also showed that the crushing strength of granules depended on the method 
of GN production (degree of deoxygenation) and their SSA, while GN samples with a 
high degree of reduction and SSA were more effective than others. 
Owing to the unique physicochemical properties of GN-based materials, their use in the 
fertilizer industry as a platform for carrying plant micro-nutrient and as a hardening agent to 
enhance the physical properties of fertilizer granules were explored in this thesis. Herein, the 
dissertation with a sets of objectives showed valuable development in application of GN-based 





7.2. Future directions and recommendations 
As demonstrated from the presented research outputs included in this thesis, GN-based 
materials have considerable potential for application as fertilizers in agriculture. Although all 
the aims of this thesis listed in Chapter 1 have been addressed, there are still some challenges 
and more exciting areas discovered by this work that require further attention.  
• Multinutrient delivery systems: One of the new concept anticipated from this thesis is 
to explore the possibility of using GN-based materials for delivery of broad range 
cationic micro- or macro-nutrients such as magnesium, manganese, potassium, calcium 
and iron and their mixtures should be investigated. Furthermore, functionalized GO or 
GN with a positive surface charge could be applied as a platform to carry plant anionic 
micro- or macro-nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorous and boron. Graphene and its 
derivatives could act as a multinutrient delivery platform by combining GN/GO loaded 
with individual nutrients.    
•  Multipurpose delivery systems: Based on the previous concept on designing a multi 
nutrient delivery system the next step that should be explored is a multipurpose delivery 
system. Graphene and its derivatives could be developed to act as a simultaneous carrier 
of fertilizers and pesticides, herbicides or fungicides, which could provide sustained 
release of nutrient and active ingredient for plant protection. 
• Optimizing the loading condition of micro- or macro-nutrient on GN-based materials 
can increase their loading capacity. This approach can decrease the cost of the final 
products as GN-based materials are currently expensive.   
• Investigation of the potential toxicity of GN-based fertilisers to soil microbial 
populations and their persistence or degradation in soil.  
• To explore the effect of GN-based materials on enhancing the physical properties of 





apply GN-based materials as a hardening agent to other techniques of fertilizer 
production such as compaction and prilling. 
•  Environmental risks: More work should be allocated to explore a potential risk of long 
term effect of GN-based materials on the environment especially soil microorganisms. 
In summary, the world’s population is increasing at a high rate and will reach 9.8 million by 
2050, which will result in a great need to produce sufficient food for this growing population. 
Scientists are trying to find new ways to address this rising global demand for food without 
stressing on natural resources. Therefore, the development and use of GN-based fertilizers can 
be a promising strategy to enhance plant growth, and its development and productivity due to 
the multifunctional application of these materials in agriculture science.  
Although preparation of GN-based materials as slow-release carriers is currently more costly 
than manufacturing costs for common fertilizers, it is clear that these materials can not only 
synchronize the release of nutrients with crop demand, they can also prevent undesirable 
nutrient losses from soil and enhance the physical properties of common fertilizers. As GN-
based materials become cheaper, the opportunity for their use in fertilizers will increase. 
